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Abstract 

Dislocations are linear defects that carry out the plastic flow at the microscopic scale, and have 

strongly influence on semiconductor materials’ electric and mechanic properties. During the wafer 

growth of the semiconductor materials by CVD, dislocation propagation is thought to be one of main 

factors that cause the wafer warpage. With the purpose of obtaining a high quality of wafer, the 

reaction pathway analysis is performed for a good understanding of the dislocation propagation in 

wafer. 

In this paper, the mobility of Shockley partial dislocations in 3C-SiC and Shuffle-set perfect 

dislocation in silicon have been investigated by reaction pathway analysis. For 3C-SiC, there are two 

types of dislocations according to which kind of atom, Si or C, comprises the core edge of the 

dislocation line. 3C-SiC is represented by Vashishta potential function, and the reaction path of kink 

pair nucleation and kink migration are investigated by NEB. The dependence of the activation energy 

on the driving shear stress has been obtained. The results show that during kink migration, 30° partial 

dislocations have a lower activation energy barrier than 90° partial dislocation. And, C-core partial 

dislocations have a higher activation energy barrier than Si-core dislocations for both degrees of 

partial dislocations during kink migration and nucleation. This conclusion is consistent with the 

experimental result that Si-core dislocations migrate more readily than C-core dislocations. Besides I 

have found that the partial dislocation with a larger distance between the dangling bond atoms along 

the dislocation line also has a higher activation energy barrier for both 30° and 90° partial dislocations. 

Moreover, based on the activation energy barrier calculation, new models are proposed to explain the 

morphological character of different partial dislocation lines that the 30° partial dislocation lines 

prefer to be smooth because of the large activation energy difference between kink nucleation and kink 

migration. And the 90° partial dislocations lines prefer to be zigzagged for the reason that the 90° 

partial dislocation lines have the possibility to migrate and nucleate simultaneously. Based on our 

mobility analysis, the stacking fault morphologies have been discussed. Our consultations agree well 

with previous experiment data. 

For the shuffle-set perfect dislocation analysis in silicon, the EDIP potential function is 

employed for representing the silicon. There are three possible shuffle-set dislocation core structures 

named as S1, S2 and S3. Here, the activation energy barriers of the kink migration and nucleation in 

S1and S2 types are investigated by NEB method. The simulation results show that the resolved shear 

strain of the shuffle-set dislocation in S1 type is around 5%, and the S1 type is the dominate one in 

the shear strain of 0% to 5%. I also have found that the activation energy barriers of the two sides kink 

migration is nearly two times than that of the one side kink migration. More interestingly, the kink 
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nucleation path is accomplished by the motion of two atoms simultaneously. These phenomena could 

be responsible for the missing long segment of shuffle-set perfect dislocation in the experiment 

observation. I am guessing whether it is possible that the dislocation propagation and the movement of 

shuffle-set perfect dislocation segment have different mechanisms. During the shear strain from 5% to 

12.5%, the dislocation can move as the S1 core kink nucleation and migration and the S1 dislocation core is 

in process of transforming into S2. The S2 dislocation core structures begin to appear along the S1 

dislocation line since the shear strain is larger than 5% shear strain, and the transition is ended around 

the shear strain 12.5%. The kink structures are asymmetric in S2 dislocation and both the LK and 

RK migration process have been studied. In the RK migration process with S2 dislocation we find 

that both the shuffle-set and glide-set bond breaking and forming are involved. This may imply that 

there could be a possibility that the shuffle-set dislocation core can translated into a glide-set 

dislocation core. The high activation energy barrier indicates that this transition could only happen in 

high temperature. S3 dislocation motion is not considered here for the bad representation of kink 

structures. 

We believe that our dislocation reaction pathway analysis can improve our understanding of 

dislocation motion in 3C-SiC and silicon and provide more evidences for solving the unclear issues 

in both of them. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Background and motivation 

1.1 Defects in crystal 

In nature, there is no pure perfect crystal for the reason that the atom arrangement in the real 

material is not always in a regular pattern. The irregular part is called defect. Based on the 

dimension of defects, people name them as point defect for zero dimension, dislocation for one 

dimension, planer for two dimension and bulk for third dimension.  

1.1.1 Point defects 

Several types of point defects have been showed in Fig.1. Generally, there are two kinds of 

point defects, the intrinsic and the extrinsic defects. The defects with missing atoms in the 

original lattice structure, or an atom located in the lattice where no atom should appear in the 

perfect lattice are called intrinsic defects. Vacancies can diffuse to neighboring atomic sites 

through the movement of neighboring atoms which affect the atom migration in crystal lattice. 

Interstitial defects usually have higher energy than the regular lattice structure. Notice that, the 
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new located atom is same to or one kind of atoms in the original lattice. In Fig.1.1 (b), we can 

see that the extrinsic point defects can be formed by replacing the original atoms to other kinds 

of atoms. These extrinsic point defects have influence on electrical and mechanical properties 

for semiconductor materials and metal or alloy respectively.  

 

(a) Schematic representation of intrinsic point defect. 

 

(b) Schematic representation of extrinsic point defect. 

Figure 1.1 Schematic representations of point defects. (a) shows the vacancy and interstitial 

formed by missing or adding an atom respectively. (b) shows the extrinsic point defects 

formed by atom replaced by foreign atoms. 

1.1.2 Linear defects 

Dislocations are linear defects that carry out the plastic deformation at the microscopic scale, 

and have strongly influence on semiconductor materials’ electrical and mechanical properties. 

The definition of dislocation was first proposed in the early 20 century, at that time, people find 

Vacancy 

Interstitial

Replaced by other kinds of 

atoms
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a large difference between the theoretical estimation and experimental tests about the critical 

resolved shear stress. The stress shows the transition spot between the elastic deformation and 

plastic deformation in material. At that time, a rigid model, shown in Fig.1.2, was used for the 

theoretical estimation. The critical stress was calculated by breaking all the atomic bonds along 

the gliding surface which was 1000 times large than the experiment data. For a better explaining 

of the plastic deformation, the current dislocation theory had been proposed by Taylor (1934).  

 

Figure 1.2 Rigid model for estimating the critical resolved shear stress in early 20 century. 

Based on the dislocation theory, there are two kinds of dislocations, i.e., edge dislocation and 

screw dislocation. In the actual lattice structure, few of dislocations are pure edge or screw. 

Most of them are mixed by both edge and screw dislocations. Think the edge dislocation as an 

extra half plane of atoms inserted into the perfect crystal as shown in Fig.1.3.  

 

 

Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of edge dislocation. The dash line shows the slip plane and 

the upside down blue T mark is used to show the position of dislocation.  

Gliding surface
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Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of burgers vector. The green arrow is the burgers vector of 

this edge dislocation. The right figure shows the perfect crystal with an encompassed loop 

while the left one represents the edge dislocation with the same path of the loop. The 

encompassed loop in perfect crystal became to an open curve after an extra half plane atoms 

inserted. In the crystal with edge dislocation, the curve started from point A will reach point 

B, the vector from B to A is called Burgers vector. 

 

Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of difference between the edge and screw dislocation. 

The bolded dash lines represented the dislocation lines. The arrows show the slip direction. 

The upper two figures are for edge dislocations. The left one shows the crystal with edge 

dislocation, the area compassed by green lines is an extra half plane. The lower two figures 

show the screw dislocations. These two kinds of dislocations with same burgers vector can 

reach to the same final configuration after they slipped.  

Burgers 

vector

A A

B

Plane  A

Burgers vector Slip direction
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The light green dashed line shows the slip plane of the dislocation movement. With 

applying stress, dislocation can move on the slip plane until it comes out of the lattice surface. 

Usually, an upside down T is used to show the location of the dislocation and two possible move 

directions. Before the introduction of the screw dislocations, the burgers vector is illustrated in 

Fig. 1.4. Burgers vector shows the difference between the distorted crystal with dislocations and 

the perfect crystal. The burgers vector can be obtained by following steps. First, draw a 

encompassed loop in a perfect crystal, like 4×4×4 in Figure 1.4. This encompassed loop will 

deformed by the dislocation existing and became to an unclosed curve. The vector from the 

starting point to the ending point is called burgers vector. Based on the dislocation line and the 

direction of burgers vector, we can tell the difference between the screw dislocation and edge 

dislocation. As shown in Fig. 1.5, the upper figures show the slip process of the edge dislocation 

when the bottom figures for the screw dislocation. In the edge dislocation, the dislocation line is 

vertical to the direction of its burgers vector. While for the screw dislocation, the dislocation line 

is parallel to its burgers vector. As we mentioned, dislocations will keep slipping until they 

come out of the surface. Here, these two types of dislocations with same burgers vector can 

reach the same final configurations after the dislocation motion. 

1.1.3 Plane defect 

Stacking fault, grain boundaries and twin boundaries are three kinds of plane defects. In perfect 

crystal, the atoms are arranged periodically. For example, like ABCABCABC. As showing in 

Fig. 1.6, the stacking faults means this regular arrangement has been interrupted, the 

ABCABCABC became to ABCABABC. Here the whole plane of atom C is missing. This 

change in atoms sequence is called stacking fault, it is most likely to happened in the close 

packed plane such as the (111) plane in FCC (face centered cubic). The dislocation motion and 

applied stress can cause the formation of stacking faults. Grain boundaries are the interface 

between two regions of crystal with different crystal local coordination. In Fig. 1.7, the structure 

with grain boundaries has been illustrated. The bold green lines show the grain boundaries. 

These defects can be produced when serval pieces of crystal collapse with each other during the 

growth. The dislocations motion can be interrupted by the existing of grain boundaries. 
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Figure 1.6 Atom arrangement of perfect crystal and the crystal with stacking faults (SFs).  

 

Figure 1.7 Schematic representation of grain boundaries. The green lines represent the 

grain boundaries 

 

Figure 1.8 Schematic representation of twin boundaries. 
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In Fig. 1.8, the twin boundary marked by dash green line appearing as a mirror for both 

sides of the lattice. It can be formed by orientation change during the lattice growth or part of 

regular structure transform into another stable form by temperature and stress changing. 

Moreover, the interface of twin boundary has a lower energy than the grain boundary. Bulk 

defects have larger scale than previous mentioned defects. They can be formed by a region 

atoms missing from the lattice as void or part of the lattice transform into another type of atom 

arrangement as homogeneous. 

1.2 Dislocation in semiconductor materials 

In this paper, I focus on the dislocations analysis in the semiconductor such as silicon carbide 

and silicon. The dislocations as the carriers of the material plastic deformation have great 

influence on the materials’ mechanic and electric properties. For the advanced semiconductor 

with extraordinary performance, the investigation of the dislocations can help us have a better 

understanding of these materials which are working under high temperature and high stress. 

1.2.1 Dislocation motion in crystal structures 

In the real crystal structures, there is no single and straight dislocation line. Dislocations move 

as kink pair functions because of the lattice resistance. Lattice resistance is one kind of atom 

interaction; like that the atoms will repel each other, when they are getting too close. Here, still 

use the edge dislocation for illustration, as shown in Fig. 1.9, the dislocation line is represented 

by a dashed green line. Notice that, the geometry of the dislocation looks like a line. It does not 

mean the atoms along the dislocation are connected one by one with strong atomic bonds. The 

atom along the dislocation line has an independent possibility to move. The Fig. 1.10 (Cai et al., 

2004) is employed for easy understanding the dislocation motion mechanism. The dark area is 

the energy landscape, obtained by the Peierls stress estimation. The bottom valley shows the 

position where the dislocation can lie and the blue line is the dislocation. As shown in this figure, 

due the atom independent moving possibility, part of the dislocation has moved to new position 

while the rest part does not. Then this kind of structure is called kink.  
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Figure 1.9 3D model of dislocation in crystal. 

 

Figure 1.10 Schematic of the Peierls barrier and kink mechanism for dislocation motion.  

(Cai et al., 2004). With the permission from Elsevier.  

On the other hands, the TEM studies (Shen et al., 2004 and Kolar et al., 1996) also showed 

that the straight dislocation was not observed. There are always kinks along the dislocation line 

as shown in Fig. 1.11. Generally, based on the dislocation theory, there are two states during the 

dislocation motion as kink pair function, the kink nucleation and kink migration. Use the 90 

Si-core partial dislocation propagation processes for example. As shown in Fig. 1.12, the kink 

nucleation started from the single straight dislocation line, ended when a kink pair had been 

formed in the new dislocation position. Since the kink pair nucleated in the new position, it will 

expand the kink width; this kink width changing process is called kink migration. Therefore, our 

dislocation mobility study is focusing the kink nucleation and migration of the dislocation in Si 

and 3C-SiC.  

 

Top view (z+)

Side view (y-)

Dislocation line

z

x

y
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(a)                                       (b) 

Figure 1.11 (a) TEM image of Kink structures in AlN layers.(Shen et al., 2004) With the 

permission from AIP Publishing LLC. (b) TEM image of kink along the partial dislocation 

in silicon. (Kolar et al., 1996), With the permission from American Physical Society.  

 

Figure 1.12 Kink nucleation and kink migration process in Si-core 90° partial dislocation 

propagation. 

1.2.2 Dislocation in silicon carbide 

Silicon, gallium nitride and silicon carbide are three major kinds of semiconductor materials 

which have been widely used in nowadays. Their material properties are shown in Table 1.1 

(Levinshtein et al., 2001; Chow and Tyagi, 1994). The wide bond-gap, high saturation velocity 

and high thermal conductivity make the silicon carbide has excellent performance in high 

temperature, especially in the field of the high frequency and high power application (Sasaki et 

al., 1984; Ruff et al., 1994).  

Kink nucleation Kink migration
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Table 1-1 Material parameters at 300 K  

Materials Silicon GaN SiC-3C SiC-4H 

Bond-gap(eV) 1.12 3.39 2.36 3.25 

Electron Mobility (cm
2
 /V-sec) 1400 2000 800 900(a-axis) 

Electron Saturation Velocity (10
6
 cm/sec) 10 22 20 25 

Thermal Conductivity (Watts/cm•K) 1.5 1.3 5 4.5 

Critical Field (10
6
 V/cm) 0.3 3.3 1.2 3 

 

Silicon Carbide has more than two hundred and fifty polytypes, the α-silicon carbide is one 

major type with hexagonal or rhombohedral crystal structure, such as 2H-SiC, 4H-SiC, 6H-SiC. 

Another major type is β-silicon carbide, the 3C-SiC, which has a lower growth temperature 

compared with α-silicon carbide and can be grown on silicon substrate by chemical vapor 

deposition method (CVD). With this lower formation temperature, 3C-SiC can be grown with a 

larger wafer diameter compared with other polytypes. The larger diameter of silicon carbide 

wafer is important in the semiconductor device manufacture. The unit cell of 3C-SiC is showed 

in Fig. 1.13. The green atoms and dark atoms represent the silicon and carbon respectively. In 

3C-SiC the atoms number ratio of silicon to carbon is 1:1.  

 

Figure 1.13 Unit cell of 3C-SiC. 

During the growth of 3C-SiC on silicon, lattice mismatch caused by the difference in lattice 

constant and thermal misfit due to the differences in thermal expansion coefficient will 

contribute to large residual stress (Nagasawa and Yagi, 1997; Sun et al., 2012; Zielinski et al., 

2007; Severino et al., 2007). The large stress induces a high dislocation density and wafer 

warpage in device manufacture. For a high quality of silicon carbide wafer with lower residual 

stress, researchers are focusing on the technical method approaching by optimizing the growth 

process (Wang et al., 2011; Nagasawa et al., 2006; Neudeck et al., 2006; Chaussende et al., 

2008). As we mentioned in last section, the dislocation as the key role during the material 
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deformation, its nucleation and propagation is thought to be one of the main factors cause the 

wafer warpage. Therefore, for a good understanding of how to reduce dislocation density and 

the wafer warpage, the dislocation analysis is performed.   

There are two types of dislocations in 3C-SiC due to which kind of atoms constitute the 

dislocation line, i.e. Si-core and C-core (Fig. 1.9). Moreover, all dislocations in all SiC 

polytypes are dissociated into two partials. Thus the screw dislocation is dissociated into two 30° 

partials, the 60° dislocation is dissociated into a 90° and a 30° partial dislocation (Pirouz and 

Yang, 1993). Fig. 1.14 shows the partial dislocation structures in close packed plane (111). Two 

columns of three-fold silicon atoms represented by green atoms are the dislocation line. The 90° 

and 30° partial dislocations mean the angle between the dislocation line and their burgers vector 

are 90° and 30°, respectively. The dislocation dissociation is schematic represented in Fig. 1.15. 

There are two layers of atoms in this figure. The atoms with solid outline are in the top plane 

while the atoms with dash line are in the bottom plane. In a perfect dislocation, the bottom layer 

atom moves from location A to location B. The perfect dislocation dissociates into a 90° and a 

30° dislocation for a lower activation energy barrier. In this figure, the AC and CB shows the 90° 

and 30° partial dislocation, respectively.  

 

Figure 1.14 Four kinds of partial dislocations in 3C-SiC. The gray balls represent the 

silicon atoms have four-fold coordinates while the green balls have three-fold coordinates. 

Si-core 30°

Si-core 90° C-core 90°

C-core 30°
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Figure 1.15 Schematic representation of dislocation dissociation. 

Dislocations can be observed by experiment method like transmission electron microscope 

and large-angle convergent beam electron diffraction (Ning et al., 1996; Mussi et al., 2007, 

2008; Long et al., 2013; Kiani et al., 2014), however, these previous experimental data about 

which partial dislocation has a higher mobility cannot consistent with each other. In addition, 

there is also a controversy between experimental results and the theoretical studies. Therefore, 

the reaction path way analysis is applied to solve this problem. More details are introduced in 

chapter 3.  

1.2.3 Dislocation in silicon 

Silicon as the second generation semiconductor material has attracted a lot of attention for 

decades (Seitz 1952; Hirth 1982; Rabier et al., 2010). It also has been considered as the one 

ideal test material for a better understanding the nature and properties of defects in 

semiconductor field because of its common crystal structure. (Cai et al., 2004; Rabier et al., 

2010). The lattice structure of silicon is showed in Fig. 1.12 (a), which is similar to that of 

3C-SiC. (b) shows the structure projection on plane (110). In this figure, the a, A, b, B, c, C 

represent different (111) planes, which is the closest packed plane that the dislocations are 

gliding on. In the dislocation motion, the dislocations glide by breaking the bond between the A 

and b, b and B are called shuffle-set dislocation and glide-set dislocation, respectively.  

A B

C
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Figure 1.16 (a) Unit cell of Silicon. (b) Illustration of shuffle-set and glide-set dislocation 

in silicon. 

For glide-set dislocations in silicon, the perfect dislocation dissociates into a 90° and a 30° 

dislocation (Raya and Cockaynea, 1970). The previous experiments and theoretical studies 

showed that glide-set dislocations move easily than shuffle-set dislocations in the region of high 

temperature and low stress (Gomez et al., 1975; Wessel and Alexander, 1977; Sato et al., 1980; 

Ren et al., 1995; Duesbery and Joos, 1996). In addition, by using electronic paramagnetic 

resonance which technique is sensitive to unpaired electrons, the experiment data showed that 

the number of unpaired atoms is less than 5% of the atom sites along the dislocation lines 

(Alexander 1965, 2013). That implied the partial dislocations in silicon are reconstructed. 

Therefore, the reconstructed partial dislocations were investigated. In 90° partial dislocation, the 

single period reconstruction and double period reconstruction could be coexist in the bulk with 

small energy differences. In 30° partial dislocation, serval reconstructed core structures had 

been proposed due to the unsymmetrical kink structure (Heggie 1983; Bennetto et al., 1997; 

Bulatov 1995; Cai et al., 2004). 

After decades’ studies, however, there are still something unclear about the mobility of the 

shuffle-set dislocation. Since 1996, Duesbery and Joos (1996) suggested that the shuffle-set 

dislocation may be more mobile than the glide dislocation at high stress and glide-set partial 

dislocation domain at low stress based on the energy calculation. More recently, the experiment 

data that came from Rabier and Demenet (2005) showed that shuffle-set and glide-set 

dislocations nucleated in different range of temperature and stress. On the other hands, 

Pizzagalli et al. (2008b, 2009a) proposed that the shuffle-set dislocation should be the most 

mobile one during the entire stress region by the theoretical studies of shuffle-set screw 

dislocations. This issue has lasted for years. More interestingly, a possible shuffle-glide 

transition mechanism was discussed by Rabier (2007). He found that the transition may be 

Shuffle-set

Glide-set

a
A

b
B

c
C
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involved with cross slip or climb. Moreover, Saka et al. (2006) observed that perfect dislocation 

transformed to dissociated dislocation in glide-set by testing the material with supersaturation of 

interstitials. Izumi et al. (2010) also observed a similar transformation in SiN film during the 

heating process. This transition mechanism is still unclear. 

For theoretical studies, various methods had been applied in shuffle-set dislocation analysis 

including ab initio tight-binding, classical molecule dynamics and DFT. The screw dislocation 

core structures had been investigated by Wang et al. (2006) and Pizzagalli et al. (2009a, 2011). 

The activation energy of kink formation and migration were discussed by Pizzagalli et al. 

(2008b, 2011). Godet et al. (2004, 2006, 2009) performed dislocation nucleation from surface 

step by MD and first principles calculation. His simulation result showed that shuffle-set 

dislocation domain at low temperature and high stress, while the glide-set domain at high 

temperature and low stress. Izumi and Yip (2008) analyzed the shuffle-set dislocation loop 

nucleated from sharp corners. The dependence of activation energy barrier on stresses was 

obtained by reaction path way that based on NEB. They showed the resolved shear strain of 

shuffle-set dislocation nucleation is about 5%. Latter, Shima et al. (2010) proposed that the 

shuffle-set and glide-set dislocation domain on different stress regimes by performing the 

dependence of activation energy barrier on stress for both dislocations.  

Based on above, we can see that the shuffle-set perfect dislocation motion in silicon is still 

unclear. And, none of the kink investigation for shuffle-set perfect dislocation has been reported 

yet. Therefore, the reaction path way analysis that based on NEB is performed to solve this 

problem. More details see chapter 4.  

1.3 Problem statement 

Dislocations which play an important role during the material plastic deformation have been 

studied for several decades. However, there are still some controversies between the experiment 

data and theoretical analysis. The willing of solving these interesting controversies is indeed one 

important motivation for the development of science.   

This thesis has two major parts. The first part is aiming at figuring out the controversy 

between the experiment data and theoretical analysis about the partial dislocation motion in 

3C-SiC. Another part is for filling the blank about the activation energy barriers during the 

shuffle-set perfect dislocation prorogation in silicon. In chapter 2, theories about classical 

molecule dynamics, NEB and energy minimization methods are stated and the empirical 
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potentials for silicon and 3C-SiC are introduced. In chapter 3, the activation energy barriers of 

partial dislocations nucleation and migration for both C-core and Si-core are calculated by NEB 

method with different driving shear stresses. The morphologies of partial dislocation lines and 

the stacking fault morphology are discussed. In chapter 4, the dislocation motion in two types of 

shuffle-set perfect dislocation core structures are investigated. At last, the conclusions and future 

work are presented in chapter 5.  
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Chapter 2 

2 Theory 

2.1 Introduction 

A brief introduction of the related atomic simulation theory is presented in this chapter, 

including classical molecule dynamic simulation, NEB (nudged elastic method), energy 

minimization method and empirical potentials for SiC and silicon. 

2.2 Classical molecule dynamics 

Molecule dynamics simulation is used to represent the movement of atoms or molecules under 

different physical conditions. Potential functions are applied to define the interaction between 

the atoms or molecules. Besides, the interactive forces and the energy for each atoms or 

molecules can be calculated by the potential functions too. The trajectories of atoms and 

molecules are described by solving the Newton's equations of motion. In classical molecule 

dynamics, ions and electrons are considered as one entity. For N parts system, the atoms 

coordinates can be represented by a 3N-dimentsion vector. In Equation (2-1), the velocities of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trajectories
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atoms are obtained from the system temperature. The kinetic energy which is obtained from the 

atom weight and their velocities can be represented as a function of temperature. 𝑘𝐵  is 

Boltzmann constant. The process of molecule dynamic simulation is showed in Fig. 2.1 as a 

flow chart. For simply, the whole process can be thought as calculate the physical properties for 

each steps until the set up steps is run out. When the simulation is finished, the output can be the 

physical properties of system and the atoms trajectories. The molecule dynamics simulation can 

also be performed in biology and chemistry for protein and chain molecule respectively.  

 ∑
1

2

3𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑚𝑖𝑣𝑖
2 =

3𝑁

2
𝑘𝐵𝑇 (2-1) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Flow chart of molecule dynamics simulation. 

 

 

2.2.1 Periodical boundary condition 

PBC (periodical boundary condition) is applied to eliminate the surface effects for the atoms are 

interacted in a small simulation box. In a finite simulation box, because of different coordination, 

Initial configuration,
(atoms coordinates, temperature for system)

Physical properties calculation 
(forces, temperature and energy)

Physical property update with a step 
( coordinates, temperature for system)

Output
(Atoms trajectories, Physical properties)

No
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the atoms around the box boundary have less coordination numbers than the inside ones. During 

the simulation, the atoms interaction is performed by atom force which is influenced by 

coordination numbers of atom. Therefore, for simulating part of a large system, the PBC is 

applied to the unit box to insure the atoms in box have same surrounding atoms. As shown in 

Fig. 2.2, our simulation box is in the center with a blue circle. The other surrounding boxes are 

replicas of middle one, called images. When the atoms come out from the top of the box, the 

same numbers atoms come in from the bottom boundary of the box. The total number of the 

atom can be kept in constant by the setting. This setting is called periodical boundary condition. 

There is a limitation of this boundary condition setting, the box length must no smaller than 

twice of the cut-off distance. This limitation is used to avoid over calculating of the atom 

interaction force between the atom in the middle box and the some atom in the other boxes. 

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of periodic boundary condition. 

2.2.2 Newton’s equation of motion 

In MD simulation, the basic motion equation is Newton’s equation as shown in Equation 2.2. 

The acceleration of each atom and the interaction force can been given by this equation. As a 

function of time, based on the initial positions and velocities of atoms, the system state can be 

predicted. Here, 𝑭𝑖 𝒓𝑖 and 𝑚𝑖 are the force vector, position vector and the mass of atom I, 

respectively.  

 𝑭𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖

𝑑2𝒓𝑖

𝑑𝑡2
 (2-2) 

The NVT ensemble is applied in our simulation. N is the number of atoms in our system 
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while V and T are the volume and temperature of system, respectively. The NVT ensemble 

means the three physical quantities are keeping as constants during the whole simulating 

process. 

2.2.3 Dimensionless units 

The dimensionless units, shown in Table.2-1, are used for no additional numerical factor during 

the molecule dynamics simulation. The quantity with star mark represents dimensionless unit. 

Table.2-2 expresses the basic physical parameter for our simulation. 

 

 

Table 2-1 Dimensionless units forms 

Physical quantity 
Dimensionless 

forms 

Time 𝑡∗ =
𝑡

𝑑√𝑚0 𝑒𝑉⁄
 

Mass 𝑟∗ =
𝑚

𝑚0
 

Length 𝑟∗ =
𝑟

𝑑
 

Velocity 𝑣∗ =
𝑣

√𝑒𝑉 𝑚0⁄
 

Force 𝐹∗ =
𝐹𝑑

𝑒𝑉
 

Acceleration 𝑎∗ =
𝑎𝑑𝑚0

𝑒𝑉
 

Temperature 𝑇∗ =
𝑇𝑘𝐵

𝑒𝑉
 

Stress σ∗ =
σ𝑑3

𝑒𝑉
 

potential Φ∗ =
Φ

𝑒𝑉
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Table 2-2 Parameters for dimensionless units 

Mass of silicon atom: 𝑚𝑠𝑖 4.66434 × 10−25(𝑘𝑔) 

Mass of silicon atom: 𝑚𝑐 1.99426 × 10−25(𝑘𝑔) 

Boltzmann constant: 𝑘𝐵 1.38062 × 10−23(𝐽𝐾−1) 

Energy: 𝑒𝑉 1.60219 × 10−19(𝐽) 

Length: Å 1.00000 × 10−10(𝑚) 

 

2.3 Energy minimization 

In order to have a stable configuration of the transition state of atomic model, the energy 

minimization methods are applied after the initial artificial structure is created. These methods 

include conjugate gradient relaxation, steepest descent method and line minimization. Here, the 

local minimization method, conjugate gradient relaxation is applied to get the local 

minimization configuration while the NEB method is applied for the finding of saddle point 

configuration during the configuration transitions. 

2.3.1 Conjugate gradient relaxation 

CG (Conjugate gradient relaxation) is an efficient energy minimization method which has been 

widely used for finding the local minimum configurations. In this method, the calculation of 

Hessian is unnecessary that makes the calculation faster than others. The following are the 

details of this relaxation method. The Φ is the potential energy as a function of position 𝑥. 

1. Set up the initial searching direction by 𝑑0 = −∇Φ(𝑥). 

2. By Equation 2-3, minimize the energy though solving 𝛽. 

 Φ(𝑥𝑘 + 𝛽𝒅𝑘) ≤ Φ(𝑥𝑘) + 𝜈𝛽∇Φ(𝑥𝑘)𝑇𝒅𝑘 (2-3) 

3. Position updating 

 𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑥𝑘 + 𝛽𝑘𝒅𝑘 (2-4) 

4. Searching direction updating by Equation 2-5. 
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𝒅𝑘+1 = −∇Φ(𝑥𝑘+1) + 𝛾𝑘𝒅𝑘 

𝛾𝑘 =
‖∇Φ(𝑥𝑘+1)‖

‖∇Φ(𝑥𝑘)‖
 

(2-5) 

5. Next step by k=k+1.  

By using CG method, the kink with different widths as local stable atomic configurations 

can be got. These configurations are the input of the NEB calculation for investigating the 

dislocation mobility in Silicon and 3C-SiC. The NEB method is introduced in next part. 

2.3.2 Nudged elastic band method 

NEB is theoretical method that widely used for minimum energy path way analysis. It can be 

applied to search the saddle point configuration which has the maximum energy in the MEP. 

During the NEB calculation, at first, the initial and final configurations are needed for input data. 

Serval replicas are given by linear interpolation between the initial and final configuration, these 

replicas are thought as connected by springs. The word Nudged means during the interaction 

between the replicas only the perpendicular component is considered for avoiding the influence 

from the true force. The following equations show the algorithm of NEB (Henkelman et al., 

2002). The chain of N replicas are defined by [𝑅0, 𝑅1, 𝑅2, 𝑅3 ⋯ 𝑅𝑁], The parallel component of 

spring force for replica i is given by Equation 2-6. The τi̇ is the vector of band tangent of 

replica i which is shown in Equation 2-7. The Equation 2-6 can be rewritten as 2-8. The 𝑘 is 

the spring constant for all springs that between the replicas.  

 𝑭𝑖−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎
𝑠 = (𝑭𝑖

𝑠 ∙ 𝜏�̇�)𝜏�̇� (2-6) 

 

 

𝝉�̇� =
𝜏𝑖

|𝜏𝑖|
 

𝜏𝑖 =
𝑅𝑖 − 𝑅𝑖−1

|𝑅𝑖 − 𝑅𝑖−1|
+

𝑅𝑖+1 − 𝑅𝑖

|𝑅𝑖+1 − 𝑅𝑖|
 

(2-7) 

 

 𝑭𝑖−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎
𝑠 = (𝑘[(𝑅𝑖+1 − 𝑅𝑖) − (𝑅𝑖 − 𝑅𝑖−1)] ∙ 𝜏�̇�)𝜏�̇� (2-8) 

For the total force is given by the summation of the spring force along the local tangent and 

the true force perpendicular to the local tangent in Equation 2-9. The true force perpendicular to the 
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local tangent is represented by ∇Φ(𝑅𝑖)𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑝. The Φ is the system energy. By the above equations, 

the MEP and the saddle point’s configuration can be obtained when the perpendicular force on each 

replica is smaller than our setting value.  

 𝑭𝑖 = 𝑭𝑖−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎
𝑠 − ∇Φ(𝑅𝑖)𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑝 (2-9) 

 

2.4 Potential functions 

Potential functions are used to describe the atomic interaction during the MD simulation. In this 

paper, the Vashishta potential is applied to represent 3C-SiC while the silicon has been 

investigated by EDIP, SW and Tersoff. 

2.4.1 Stillinger Weber potential 

The SW potential was proposed by Stillinger and Weber (1985), this potential was designed for 

described the interaction of silicon atoms. Fig .2.3 represents the atomic configuration of silicon 

in diamond and the physic quantities are marked in this figure. 𝑟𝑖𝑗 means the distant between 

the atom 𝑖 and j,  𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘 means the angle from atom 𝑗 to 𝑘 through 𝑖. Equation 2-10 shows 

the system energy E is composed by a two body part 𝜙2 and a three body part 𝜙3. 𝜙2 and 

𝜙3 can be got from equation 2-10 and 2-11. The values of these parameters are shown in 

equation 2-12. More detail in reference Stillinger and Weber (1985). 

 

Figure 2.3 Atomic configuration of silicon. 
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 𝐸 = ∑ ∑ 𝜙2

𝑗>𝑖𝑖

(𝑟𝑖𝑗) + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜙3(𝑟𝑖𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖𝑘 , 𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘)

𝑘>𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖

 (2-10) 

 

 𝜙2(𝑟𝑖𝑗) = 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝜀𝑖𝑗 [𝐵𝑖𝑗 (
𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
)

𝑝𝑖𝑗

− (
𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
)

𝑞𝑖𝑗

] 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝜎𝑖𝑗
) (2-11) 

 

 

𝜙3(𝑟𝑖𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖𝑘 , 𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘)

= 𝜆𝑖𝑗𝑘𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘[cos 𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘

− cos 𝜃0𝑖𝑗𝑘]
2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑟𝑖𝑗𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝜎𝑖𝑗
)  𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑟𝑖𝑘𝜎𝑖𝑘

𝑟𝑖𝑘 − 𝑎𝑖𝑘𝜎𝑖𝑘
) 

(2-12) 

 

 

𝐴 = 7.049556277, 𝐵 = 0.6022245584, 𝑝 = 4, 𝑞 = 0,  

a = 1.80, λ = 21.0, γ = 1.20 

(2-13) 

 

2.4.2 Tersoff potential 

Tersoff (1988) designed an empirical interatomic potential for a better representation of the 

elastic properties for silicon. Similar to SW potential, the energy is represented as a function of 

atom coordinates. The physical quantities are the same as that of SW. There are several versions 

of Tersoff potential. In this work, the T3 version which has a better fitting of elastic properties is 

employed. Table 2-3 shows its parameters. Equation 2-14 to 2-18 show the how to get each 

value by initial input data such as atom coordinates etc. More details see references Tersoff 

(1988) and Plimpton (1995).  

 

 𝐸 = ∑ ∑ 𝑓𝐶

𝑗≠𝑖

(𝑟𝑖𝑗)[𝑓𝑅(𝑟𝑖𝑗) + 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑓𝐴(𝑟𝑖𝑗)]

𝑖

 (2-14) 
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 𝑓𝐶 = {

1 ∶ 𝑟 < 𝑅 − 𝐷
1

2
−

1

2
sin (

𝜋

2

𝑟 − 𝑅

𝐷
)

 0:  r > R + D

: 𝑅 − 𝐷 < 𝑟 < 𝑅 + 𝐷 (2-15) 

 

 
𝑓𝑅(𝑟) = 𝐴𝑒−𝜆1𝑟 

𝑓𝐴(𝑟) = −𝐵𝑒−𝜆2𝑟 
(2-16) 

 

 

𝑏𝑖𝑗 = (1 + 𝛽𝑛𝜉𝑖𝑗
𝑛)−

1
2𝑛 

𝜉𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝑓𝐶

𝑘≠𝑖,𝑗

(𝑟𝑖𝑘)𝑔(𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘)𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝜆3
𝑚(𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖𝑘)

𝑚
] 

(2-17) 

 

 𝑔(𝜃) = 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘 (1 +
𝑐2

𝑑2
−

𝑐2

[𝑑2 + (cos 𝜃 − cos 𝜃0)2]
) (2-18) 

 

Table 2-3 Parameters Tersoff potential (Hara 2004, Li and Gao, 2013). 

 Si(T3) 

𝐴(𝑒𝑉) 1.8308 × 103 

𝐵(𝑒𝑉) 4.7118 × 102 

𝜆1(Å−1) 2.4799 

𝜆2(Å−1) 1.7322 

𝜆3(Å−1) 1.7322 

𝑅(Å) 2.85 

𝐷(Å) 0.15 

α 0.0 

β 1.0999 × 10−6 

n 7.8734 × 10−1 

c 1.0039 × 105 

d 1.6218 × 101 

h −5.9826 × 10−1 

 

2.4.3 Environment-dependent interatomic potential  

Martin et al. (1997) developed the EIDP potential for better describing the phase and defects in bulk 

silicon. It includes two-body and three-body terms that depend on the atom environment. In our 

calculation for silicon, the EIDP potential is the major one for representing the kink structure well. 
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The following Equations tell us how to set the calculation in details. 

 

 𝐸 = ∑ 𝜙2

𝑗≠𝑖

(𝑅𝑖𝑗 , 𝑍𝑖) + ∑ ∑ 𝜙3(𝑅𝑖𝑗 , 𝑅𝑖𝑘 , 𝑍𝑖)

𝑘≠𝑖,𝑘>𝑗𝑗≠𝑖

 (2-19) 

 

 𝜙2(𝑟, 𝑍) = 𝐴 [(
𝐵

𝑟
)

𝜌

− 𝑒−𝛽𝑍2
] 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝜎

𝑟 − 𝑎
) (2-20) 

 

 𝜙3(𝑅𝑖𝑗 , 𝑅𝑖𝑘 , 𝑍𝑖) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑟

𝑅𝑖𝑗 − 𝑎
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑟

𝑅𝑖𝑘 − 𝑎
) ℎ(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘, 𝑍𝑖) (2-21) 

 

 

𝑍𝑖 = ∑ 𝑓

𝑚≠𝑖

(𝑅𝑖𝑚)  

𝑓(𝑟) = {

1 ∶ 𝑟 < 𝑐

exp (
𝛼

1 − 𝑥−3
)

0: 𝑟 > 𝑎

: 𝑐 <  𝑟 < 𝑎 

(2-22) 

 

 
ℎ(𝑙, 𝑍) = 𝜆[(1 − 𝑒−𝑄(𝑍)(𝑙+𝜏(𝑧))2

) + 𝜂𝑄(𝑍)(𝑙 + 𝜏(𝑍))2] 

𝑄(𝑍) =  𝑄0𝑒−𝜇𝑍 𝜏(𝑍) = 𝜇1 + 𝜇2(𝜇3𝑒−𝑢4𝑍 − 𝑒−2𝑢4𝑍) 
(2-23) 

 

2.4.4 Vashishta potential 

In our paper, the simulation of 3C-SiC is performed by Vashishta potential. Vashishta potential 

(Vashishta et al., 2007) is an effective interatomic interaction potential for SiC that consists of 

two-body and three body parts. Fig. 2.4 shows the quantities of the SiC with atomic 

configuration.  

The system energy is given by Equation 2-24. The two body part and the three body part 

are shown in Equation 2-25 and 2-26, respectively. 𝐻𝑖𝑗 is the strength of the steric repulsion, 𝑍𝑖 

is the effective charge, 𝐷𝑖𝑗 the strength if charge-dipole attraction and 𝑊𝑖𝑗 represents the Van der 

Waals interaction.  𝜆  and 𝜀  are screening length for coulomb and charge-dipole terms, 

respectively (Vashishta et al., 2007).  In addition, the three body part in this potential is a kind 

of modification of the SW form. During the atomic simulation in lammps (Plimpton, 1995), we 

can apply this potential by changing some parameters with a SW form. Vashishta potential is 

used in our simulation because of its good representation of 3C-SiC. The physical quantities 
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comparison is shown in Table 2-4, the simulation output has a good agreement with the 

experiment data. 

 

Figure 2.4 The structure of silicon carbide. The middle one represents silicon atom, when 

the others represent carbon atoms. 

 

 

 𝑉 = ∑ 𝑉𝑖𝑗
(2)

𝑖<𝑗

(𝑟𝑖𝑗) + ∑ 𝑉𝑗𝑖𝑘
(3)

(𝑟𝑖𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖𝑘)

𝑖,𝑗<𝑘

 (2-24) 

 

 𝑉𝑖𝑗
(2)(𝑟) =

𝐻𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝜂𝑖𝑗
+

𝑍𝑖𝑍𝑗

𝑟
𝑒−𝑟 𝜆⁄ −

𝐷𝑖𝑗

2𝑟4
𝑒−𝑟 𝜀⁄ −

𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝑟6
 (2-25) 

 

 𝑉𝑖𝑗𝑘
(3)

(𝑟𝑖𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖𝑘) = 𝑅(3)(𝑟𝑖𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖𝑘)𝑃(3)(𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘) (2-26) 

 

 𝑅(3)(𝑟𝑖𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖𝑘) = 𝐵𝑗𝑖𝑘exp (
𝑟

𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑟0
+

𝑟

𝑟𝑖𝑘 − 𝑟0
)Θ(𝑟0 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗)Θ(𝑟0 − 𝑟𝑖𝑘) (2-27) 

 

 𝑃(3)(𝜃𝑗𝑖𝑘) =
(cos 𝜃𝑗𝑖𝑘 − cos �̅�𝑗𝑖𝑘)2

1 + 𝐶𝑗𝑖𝑘(cos 𝜃𝑗𝑖𝑘 − cos �̅�𝑗𝑖𝑘)2
 (2-28) 
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Table 2-4 Material property comparison between experiment and MD simulation with 

Vashishta potential. The data comes from following references (Vashishta 2007; Harrison 

1980; Ioffe Institute 2003; Carnahan and Ceram 1968; Feldman et al., 1968). 

 Experiment MD 

Lattice constant (Å) 4.3596 4.3581 

Cohesive energy (eV) 6.34 6.3410868 

Melting Temperature (K) 3103 ± 40 3250 ± 50 

𝐶11 390 390.0 

𝐶12 142 142.6 

Bulk modulus (Gpa) 225-270 225.2 

 

 

2.5 Stress application 

During the dislocation mobility analysis, the dependences of activation energy barriers for kink 

nucleation and migration on driving stress are calculated. For applying the stress, the Parrinello 

and Rahman (1980, 1981) method are used by shaping the simulation box which is shown in Fig. 

2.5. a b c are the sides vectors of the box. The positions of atoms in the box can be given by 

Equation 2-29. 𝜌 is defined from 0 to 1.  

 

 𝑟𝑖
𝑎 = 𝑎𝑖𝜌1

𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖𝜌2
𝑎 + 𝑐𝑖𝜌3

𝑎 (2-29) 

The shape matrix of simulation box is defined by Equation 2-30. For the initial box without 

deformation, only the diagonal elements are no-zero. The atom positions can be written 

as 𝒓0
𝑎 = 𝒉0𝜌0

𝑎. After the deformation of the box, the shape matrix is changed in to 𝒉. Therefore, 

the atom positions with new side vectors are given by 𝒓𝑎 = 𝒉𝒉0
−1 𝒓0

𝑎. With these new atom 

coordinates, the stain can be applied to the model appropriately. 

 ℎ = (

𝑎𝑥 𝑏𝑥 𝑐𝑥

𝑎𝑦 𝑏𝑦 𝑐𝑦

𝑎𝑧 𝑏𝑧 𝑐𝑧

) = (

ℎ11 ℎ12 ℎ13

ℎ21 ℎ22 ℎ23

ℎ31 ℎ32 ℎ33

) (2-26) 
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Figure 2.5 Unit cell and sides vectors. 

2.6 Peach-koehler force  

Peach-koehler force (Peach and koehles, 1950) is used to present the force that applied on the 

dislocation loop. As shown in Equation 2-30, the Peach-koehler force is given as the function of 

the burgers vector. The driving force of the dislocation 𝑭𝑝 is defined by Equation 2-31, as the 

component along the 𝐩 direction. Moreover, the driving stress per unit of the dislocation line in 

our thesis is written as Equation 2-32.  

 

Figure 2.6 Dislocation loop 

 

 𝑭 = (𝛔 ∙ 𝐛) × 𝐭 (2-30) 

 

 𝑭𝑝 = 𝑭 ∙ 𝐩 (2-31) 

 

 𝝉𝑝 = 𝑭/|𝒃| (2-32) 
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Chapter 3 

3 Reaction path way analysis for partial dislocation in 

3C-SiC 

3.1 Introduction 

3C-SiC can be grown in larger diameter of wafer than other polytypes for its’ lower formation 

temperature. This makes lower cost in the semiconductor device manufacturing. As we 

mentioned in chapter 1.2.1, there is a controversy about which kind of partial dislocations move 

easier. For solving this controversy, the reaction pathway analysis is applied for partial 

dislocation nucleation and migration.  

For theoretical analysis, few studies have been reported on the partial dislocations mobility 

in 3C-SiC. In 2003, Blumenau et al. (2003) pointed out that the core energies for different 

polytypes are quite similar by comparing the energy factor in 2H-SiC and 3C-SiC. This result 

implied that the kink migration and nucleation activation energies are nearly the same for most 

polytypes of silicon carbide with the assumption that the kink motion processes are the same. In 
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addition, forcing on the reconstructed dislocation structure, the kink formation and migration 

energies had been investigated by DFTB calculation with around 5000 atoms. The simulation 

data showed that the 90° partial dislocation has a lower activation energy barrier than 30° partial 

dislocation. And the obstacles in the material such as the carbon atom site occupied by nitrogen 

may play an important role during the dislocation motions. He also pointed out that only the 

Si-core partial dislocations are electrical active. Later, Savini et al. (2006, 2007) analyzed the 

partial dislocation motions by first-principle calculation. He forced on the asymmetric (AR) and 

symmetric structures (SR) which are called as reconstructed and unreconstructed structures in 

the reference by Blumenau et al. (2003), respectively. In this study, both the AR and SR 

dislocation were investigated with about 300 atoms. For AR dislocation, the activation energies 

of kink formation and migration of first-principle simulation were lower than that of DFTB. But 

they still got the same conclusion about that the C-core partial dislocation has lower activation 

energy barrier than Si-core partial dislocation. Moreover, Savini et al. (2007) pointed out that all 

the dislocations with SR have lower activation barrier than that those of AR and the 90° partial 

dislocations have lower barrier than 30° partial dislocations. More recently, Sun et al. (2013) 

investigated the 90° partial glide-set dislocation loop nucleation from sharp corners by empirical 

potential function, their simulation results showed that the Si-core dislocation has lower 

activation energy that agrees with the previously-mentioned experimental data. 

For experiment observation, which kind of partial dislocation moves easier and has a 

higher mobility can be observed directly. Ning et al. (1996) observed that the Si-core partial 

dislocation was the leading partial dislocation in 3C-SiC TEM observation above 1300 ℃. Still 

by TEM observation, Ha et al. (2003) showed that the Si-core 30° partial dislocation was 

moving while the C-core dislocation is immobile in 4H-SiC. They indicated that under the 

forward bias, the Si-core 30° partial dislocation can emit light for the electron-hole recombination 

while the C-core 30° partial cannot emit light. Latter, Idrissi et al. (2007) and Lancin et al. (2009) 

observed the similar phenomenon that both of the C-core and Si-core partial dislocations can be 

nucleated, and the C-core partial dislocation was immobile after the Si-core partial dislocation 

had moved a long distance. The experimental data provided by Lara (2012) showed that most of 

the basal dislocations dissociated into partial dislocations under the temperature that higher than 

Tc~993 ℃ . These partial dislocations moved simultaneously while the Si-core partial 

dislocations moved as the leading one and the C-core partial dislocations were trailing. All of 
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these experimental data showed that the Si-core partial dislocation moves easier than the C-core 

partial dislocation. 

Thanks to Hirth and Lothe (1982), the empirical function shown in Equation 3-1 helped us 

build a connection between the activation energy barriers and the dislocation mobility. A higher 

activation energy barrier means lower dislocation mobility. In the equation, Q is given by 

𝑄 = 2𝐹𝑘 + 𝑤𝑚 for short dislocation segments, and 𝐹𝑘 + 𝑤𝑚  for long segments. Here, 𝐹𝑘 

represents the activation energy barrier of the kink nucleation while 𝑤𝑚 represents the activation 

energy barrier of the kink migration. 

 𝑣𝑑𝑖𝑠 ∝ 𝑒−𝑄 𝑘𝑇⁄  (3-1) 

Based on the above, the controversy about the partial dislocation mobility in 3C-SiC is 

raised. For the experimental results, there is a widely accept that the Si-core partial dislocation 

has a higher mobility than C-core partial dislocation. However, this conclusion is in contrast 

with the previous theoretical analysis (Blumenau et al., 2003; Savini et al., 2007) that the 

C-core partial dislocation has lower activation energy barrier than Si-core partial dislocation. 

This contradiction may be caused if these atomic models in those theoretical analyses represent 

the 3C-SiC well. Besides, more atoms should be employed in the simulation. Therefore, by 

using empirical potential the reaction pathway analysis is performed for solving this controversy 

about the partial dislocation mobility in 3C-SiC. 

 

3.2 Atomic model 

The simulation model is schematically shown in Fig. 3.1. The coordinate axes are [11-2], [-110], 

[111] for X, Y, Z directions, respectively. The model size is 9.60×22.2×2.26nm
3
, including 

46,656 atoms. The dislocation line is on the slip plane (111), and the burgers vectors are 

𝑏90 =  𝑎0[112̅] 6⁄  and 𝑏30 =  𝑎0[12̅1] 6⁄  for 30° and 90° partial dislocations. The shear stress 

𝜎𝑥𝑧 was applied by displacing top and bottom atoms along the x and –x directions. Periodical 

boundary condition is applied in Y direction. Vashishta potential function was used to represent 

the 3C-SiC, which can reproduces the stacking fault energy calculated by DFT (Shimojo et al., 

2001). Therefore, with the combination of molecular dynamics and conjugate gradient method, 

several stable configurations of 30° and 90° partial dislocations with different widths of kink 

were obtained. Based on these configurations, I performed reaction pathway analysis (Izumi and 
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Yip 2008; Shima et al., 2010) based on CI-NEB method to identify the activation energy 

barriers of kink nucleation and migration for these different kinds of dislocations.  

One of our difficult points during the simulation is the structure modelling. Since the kink 

structures are artificially created based on the dislocation theory, the relaxation process with 

NVT ensemble are needed; which make the artificial kink structure more close to the real one.  

The problem appeared in the relaxation process. Due to the large stress which is caused by the 

artificial model, sometimes, the kink changes its width of position. Therefore, for obtaining our 

target configuration with a series of continues stress or strain, hundreds of tests had been tried. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the simulation model. The thin yellow line 

represents the location of the kink. 

Fig. 3.2 shows the dislocation core structure’s projection onto (111) and (110) planes with 

different direction of Si-core and C-core respectively. Along the dislocation line, two layers of 

atoms shown by green balls represent the atom with three-fold coordination while the other 

atoms have four-fold coordination. The larger atom represents silicon, the smaller one represents 

carbon. All these dislocations are unreconstructed structures that which are the same with the 

SR structures (Savini et al., 2007a, 2007b). The reason I chose the unreconstructed 

configuration as the simulation model is because of that the model with reconstructed 

dislocation lines of Blumenau et al. (2003) failed to explain the electrical activity of both 30° 

partial dislocations. Savini, et al. (2007a, 2007b) proposed that the unreconstructed dislocation 

types, mentioned as SR in their paper, have a higher mobility and stability in heavily N-doped 

materials (Lacin et al., 2009). Moreover, these unconstructed models are considered as one 

major explanation of the electrical activity for both 30° partial dislocations.  

Atomeye (Li, 2003) is used to visualize the structure configuration, and the average Si-C 
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bond length is around 1.86 Å. Moreover, 2.16 Å is set up to decide whether the Si-C bond will 

be shown in the visualization. The dislocation structure characters are also shown in Fig. 2. For 

90° partial dislocation structure, with 0.3 GPa driving shear stress, the dangling bond atoms 

along the dislocation line area are separated by 2.50 Å for C-core, and 2.28 Å for Si-core under 

0.3 GPa driving shear stress. For 30° partial dislocation, the distance between the dangling bond 

atoms along the dislocation line is 3.18 Å for Si-core and 3.31 Å for C-core under 1.8 GPa. All 

of these distances between the dangling bond atoms along the dislocation line are shown in Fig. 

2 by dash yellow lines.  

 

(a) 90° Partial dislocation Si-core. (b) 90° Partial dislocation C-core. 

2.28Å 2.50Å
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(c) 30° Partial dislocation Si-core. (d) 30° Partial dislocation C-core. 

Figure 3.2 The relaxed core structure of the Shockley partial dislocation in {111} plane of 

3C-SiC. The larger atoms represent silicon while the smaller ones represent carbon. For 

each partial dislocation, the upper Fig. shows a projection along the dislocation line while 

the bottom Fig. shows the projection onto (111) glide plane with the [𝟏�̅�𝟎] dislocation line 

vertical in the Fig. (a), (b) show the 90° partial dislocation core structure of Si-core and 

C-core respectively. (c), (d) show the 30° partial dislocation core structures of Si-core and 

C-core respectively. The stacking fault area is shown by shadow area. The dash yellow lines 

show the distance between the dangling bond atoms along the dislocation line. 

3.3 Simulation results and discussion 

3.3.1 90° partial dislocation 

In 90° partial dislocation, the kink nucleation and kink migration were analyzed for both C-core 

and Si-core. Fig. 3.3 shows the minimum energy pathway and the atomic configurations along 

the path. The atom marked by the small black arrow is moving along the burgers vector 

direction in that process which help us understand how does the atom move to accomplish the 

nucleation. Fig. 3.4 shows kink nucleation paths for C-core and Si-core. The kink pair of width 

12 is shown in Fig. 3.5. The width is counted by the number of dangling bond atoms along 

dislocation line between the positive and negative kinks. In Si-core partial dislocation, during 

the kink migration, the carbon atom marked with small black arrow moves to elongate kink 

width, while the silicon atom moves in the C-core partial dislocation. The dependence of 

3.31Å3.18Å
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activation energy on the driving shear stress was summarized in Fig. 3.6. Part of 90° partial 

dislocation calculation data comes from the master thesis by Muranaka et al. (2013).  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Minimum energy pathway of the Si-core 90° partial dislocation kink 

nucleation.  
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Figure 3.4 Kink migration path for 90° partial dislocation of C-core and Si-core. The first 

row shows kink migration path of the Si-core glide set 90° partial dislocation. The second 

row shows kink migration path of the C-core glide set 90° partial dislocation. The small 

black arrow shows the atom moving direction during the reaction path way of kink 

migration period. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Kink pair structure for C-core 90° partial dislocation with a width of 12. The 

width is measured by the number of dangling bond atoms along the kink. The black arrows 

show the direction of kink migration. The kink pair width increases after the kink 

migration. 
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Figure 3.6 Dependence of activation energy on driving shear stress for Si-core and C-core 

90° partial dislocation kink migration. 

These results show that the C-core has a higher activation energy barrier. In addition, the 

activation energy difference of kink migration is 0.15±0.03eV between the two types 90° partial 

dislocations under different driving shear stresses. However, the previous simulation given by 

Blumenau et al. (2002, 2003) with DFTB and Savini et al. (2007a, 2007b) with first principle 

calculation showed that C-core has lower activation energy barrier in 90° partial dislocation. 

This difference between our study and previous numerical ones are caused by the different 

atomic models. As shown in Fig. 3.7, in the DFTB and first principle calculation, only the atoms 

on the slip plane are modeled, which is part of the deformed region that caused by the 

dislocation. The MD model is much larger with more atoms and more close to the real structure.  

 

Figure 3.7 Atomic model in the MD and First principle calculation.  
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Figure 3.8 Kink nucleation path for C-core and Si-core 90°partial dislocation. The first 

row shows kink nucleation path of the Si-core glide set 90° partial dislocation. The second 

row shows kink nucleation path of the C-core glide set 90° partial dislocation. During the 

kink nucleation path, the two atoms, marked by black arrows, move in sequence to 

complete the kink nucleation process. During the first atom is moving, the second atom 

almost doesn’t move. 

The kink migration path of 90° partial dislocation is shown in Fig. 3.8, while the kink 

nucleation activation energy as a function of driving shear stress is summarized in Fig. 3.9. 

These results indicate that the Si-core 90° partial dislocation has a lower activation energy 

barrier than C-core 90° partial dislocation. This conclusion is also consistent with experimental 

data (Lara et al., 2012) that, above the critical temperature, the C-core and the Si-core partial 

dislocation glide simultaneously with a small separation between them, and Si-core partial 

dislocation is the leading partial dislocation. What’s more, based on the reaction path way 

analysis in Fig. 3.8, we can see that the atom marked with a small black arrow moves, breaks 

one Si-C bond and forms a new one during kink migration. Simultaneously, two atom marked 

by black arrow move in sequence during kink nucleation. The motion of atoms around the kink 

during kink nucleation and kink migration are quite similar. The similarity of these processes 

implies that the C-core 90° partial dislocation has lower activation energy for both nucleation 

and migration as compared to the Si-core 90° partial dislocation. In other words, it is not 
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possible that the C-core partial dislocation can have a higher activation energy for nucleation 

but a lower activation energy for migration compared to those for the Si-core partial dislocation. 

In addition, considering with characteristic of the dislocation core structure, shown in Fig. 3.2, 

the partial dislocation with a larger separation between the dangling bond atoms along the 

dislocation line also has higher activation energy. This consistence may suggest that based on 

characteristic of dislocation core structure, we can predict which kind of 90° partial dislocations 

has a lower activation energy barrier. Nonetheless, this hypothesis should be based on that the 

empirical potential which was carried out in the simulation can represent SiC well. 

 

Figure 3.9 Dependence of activation energy on driving shear stress for Si-core and C-core 

90° partial dislocation kink nucleation. 

3.3.2 30° partial dislocation 

For the unsymmetrical kink structure of 30° partial dislocation, there are two different 

activation energy barriers for the left and right kink (LK and RK) respectively. Their activation 

energy difference is caused by structure difference of RK and LK. The minimum energy paths 

for the LK and RK migration are shown from Fig. 3.10 to Fig. 3.31. The horizontal axis is the 

coordination and the perpendicular axis is the activation energy. The peak in the curve presents 

the activation energy barrier of the migration process.  
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Figure 3.10 Minimum energy path for RK migration of Si-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1470 MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Minimum energy path for LK migration of Si-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1470 MPa. 
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Figure 3.12 Minimum energy path for RK migration of Si-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1610 MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13 Minimum energy path for LK migration of Si-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1610 MPa. 
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Figure 3.14 Minimum energy path for RK migration of Si-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1817 MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15 Minimum energy path for LK migration of Si-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1817 MPa. 
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Figure 3.16 Minimum energy path for RK migration of Si-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 2022 MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.17 Minimum energy path for LK migration of Si-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 2022 MPa. 
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Figure 3.18 Minimum energy path for RK migration of Si-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 2086 MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.19 Minimum energy path for LK migration of Si-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 2086 MPa. 
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Figure 3.20 Minimum energy path for LK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1665 MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.21 Minimum energy path for RK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1665 MPa. 
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Figure 3.22 Minimum energy path for LK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1752 MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.23 Minimum energy path for RK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1752 MPa. 
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Figure 3.24 Minimum energy path for LK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1860 MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.25 Minimum energy path for RK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1860 MPa. 
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Figure 3.26 Minimum energy path for LK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1966 MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.27 Minimum energy path for RK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 1966 MPa. 
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Figure 3.28 Minimum energy path for LK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 2173 MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.29 Minimum energy path for RK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 2173 MPa. 
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Figure 3.30 Minimum energy path for LK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 2312 MPa. 

 

 

Figure 3.31 Minimum energy path for RK migration of C-core 30° partial dislocation 

driving stress 2312 MPa.  

 

And Fig. 3.32 and Fig. 3.33 show the kink migration path of LK and RK for Si-core and 

C-core partial dislocation. The migration mechanism of LK is more complex compared with RK 

because of the structure difference. In LK migration path, the atom marked by black arrow is the 

major moving part while two atoms are shifting during the RK migration path. 
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Figure 3.32 Kink migration paths for Si-core 30° partial dislocations. The first and second 

row show the left and right kink (LK and RK) migration path respectively for the Si-core 

glide set 30° partial dislocation.  

 

Figure 3.33 Kink migration paths for Si-core 30° partial dislocations. The third and fourth 

row show the left and right kink (LK and RK) migration path respectively for the C-core 

glide set 30° partial dislocation. The atom marked by black arrow is the major moving part 

in LK migration while two atoms shift during the RK migration path. The light blue lines 

show the changing of the kink pair width during kink migration. 
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Fig. 3.34 and Fig. 3.35 show the dependence of activation energy on the driving shear stress 

of LK and RK. Notice that, for 30° partial dislocation kink migration simulation, only the high 

driving shear stress region is given. For the reason that, in low stress region, I can’t get stable 

dislocation structure which probably due to the interatomic potential problem.  

 

Figure 3.34 Dependence of activation energy on driving shear stress for LK kink 

migration in 30° partial dislocation. 

 

Figure 3.35 Dependence of activation energy on driving shear stress for RK kink 

migration in 30° partial dislocation. 

These simulation results show that the Si-core 30° degree partial dislocation has a lower 
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difference between the C-core and Si-core is around 0.07eV for LK, while the difference for RK 

is 0.13eV. Moreover, RK has a higher the activation energy barrier than LK. Compared with 

previous numerical study, our conclusion that LK has a lower activation energy barrier in C-core 

30° partial dislocation is consistent with Savini’s first-principle simulation (Savini et al., 2007a, 

2007b). However, as regards the activation energy barrier of LK and RK in Si-core 30° partial 

dislocation, we have a contrary conclusion. Savini pointed out that, for Si-core 30° partial 

dislocation, the activation energy barrier for LK is 0.08eV and that for RK is 0.06eV. But in the 

present work, the saddle point energy is calculated to be 0.07eV and 0.152eV for LK and RK, 

respectively. Considering the structure similarity of RK for Si-core and C-core in 30° partial 

dislocation, the difference of migration activation energy of RK in C-core and Si-core should 

not be so large. Moreover, Savini’s simulation result of the kink nucleation activation energy in 

30° partial dislocation showed an opposite conclusion about the dislocation mobility compared 

with previous experimental results (Idrissi et al., 2007; Ha et al., 2003). Besides, as mentioned 

at the end of section 3.1, there is also a consistency with the fact that, for both the dislocation 

nucleation and migration, the partial dislocations with a larger separation between dangling 

bonds have a higher activation energy barrier than the partial dislocations with a smaller 

separation. 

Fig. 3.36 shows the kink nucleation minimum energy path in C-core 30° partial dislocation 

under the driving shear stress of 3.0 GPa. And Fig. 3.37 shows kink nucleation process for both 

C-core and Si-core 30° partial dislocations. Notice that, the configurations of point 1 and point 2 

do not represent the saddle point configuration in the reaction path. These two configurations 

are used to give a better illustration that, for each core of 30° partial dislocation, one RK and 

two LKs migrate in sequence to complete the kink nucleation process. Indeed, these migration 

processes are not exactly the same compared with the RK and LK migrations which are 

mentioned in Fig. 3.32. and Fig. 3.33 But, they have similarity in the migration mechanism of 

the major moving part. Moreover, the C-core and Si-core 30° kink nucleation paths are 

simulated with driving shear stresses of 3.0 GPa and 2.34 GPa respectively. The activation 

energy barriers are 1.03 eV and 1.04 eV for C-core and Si-core. It is well-known that the 

activation energy barrier decrease as the driving shear stress increase. Therefore, I can conclude 

that in the 30° partial dislocation kink nucleation the Si-core has a lower activation energy 

barrier than C-core 30° partial dislocation. The previous first-principle calculation that was done 
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by Savini et al. (2007a, 2007b) showed that the kink formation energy barriers are 1.48 eV and 

2.12 eV for C-core and Si-core in 30° partial dislocations respectively. Our conclusion about 

which type of 30° partial dislocation has lower action energy barrier is contradicted to that of 

Savini’s. This contradiction might be caused by the size of the model employed in the numerical 

simulation. In summary, the kink nucleation in 30° partial dislocation has a higher activation 

energy barrier than the 90° partial dislocation. At the same time, for kink migration, the 30° 

partial dislocation has a lower activation energy barrier compared with the 90° partial 

dislocation. 

 

 

Figure 3.36 Minimum energy pathway of kink nucleation in C-core 30° partial dislocation.  
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Figure 3.37 Kink nucleation paths for 30° partial dislocation. The first row shows 

nucleation path of the C-core glide set 30° partial dislocation with a driving stress of 3.0 

GPa. The second row shows kink nucleation path of the Si-core glide set 30° partial 

dislocation with a driving stress of 2.26 GPa. The nucleation process can be thought of as 

one RK and two LKs migration. 

3.4 Morphology of partial dislocations 

In 1981, using an in-situ TEM technique, Hirsch et al. (1981) pointed out that the 

morphology of 90° partial and 30° partial dislocation lines are different, the 90° partial 

dislocation line was found to be cusped as a zigzagged line while the 30° partial dislocation line 

was smooth and straight. Since then, researchers have tried to find a connection between the 

morphology of the partial dislocation line and the types of dislocation line, such as different 

core nature or the types of partial dislocations (e.g., 30°, 90°). Ning and Pirouz (1996) and 

Stahlbush et al. (2004) showed that, in their observation, all the Si-core partial dislocation had a 

smooth shape while the C-core partial dislocation were zigzagged as shown in Fig. 3.38. They 

attribute the dislocation line morphology difference to their core nature.  
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Figure 3.38 Dislocation line image by TEM (Ning and Pirouz, 1996). With permission 

from Cambridge University Press. 

On the other hand, Pilyankevich et al. (1982, 1984) and Maeda et al. (1988) attribute the 

different morphologies of partial dislocations to their Burgers vector. After that, Mussi et al. 

(2007) and Lancin et al. (2009) found that C-core partial dislocation could be either straight or 

zigzagged. Moreover, Mussi et al. (2007) also pointed out that both the C-core partial 

dislocation and Si-core partial dislocation can be the leading partial dislocations when the 

perfect dislocation moves out the basal plane of 4H-SiC. In Fig. 3.39, a dislocation loop 

bounded by four partial dislocations is presented. All these partial dislocations including both 

the C-core and Si-core partial dislocations are seemed to be smooth. Their experimental data 

indicates the core nature of partial dislocations cannot be deduced from the morphology of the 

dislocation line.  

 

Figure 3.39 Dislocation loop bounded by partial dislocations. (Mussi et al., 2007) with the 

permission from John Wiley and Sons.  

Until now, this controversy is still going on, and most of the research in this area is 

experimental. I have not seen any theoretical computation performed that has provided an 
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understanding of the partial dislocation line morphology. Here, based on the reaction path 

analysis of the partial dislocation activation energy, I propose new models to describe this 

morphology difference. 

For representing the kink nucleation and migration paths in section of 3.1, I conclude that, 

migration and nucleation have similarities in terms of the motion of atoms at and near the 

dislocation core. Fig. 3.40 shows a comparison of the minimum energy path for kink nucleation 

and migration in 90° partial dislocation. Notice that in the kink nucleation path, the activation 

energy barrier for saddle point 1 is almost the same (𝐸1 ≈ 𝐸𝑠) as the kink migration energy. This 

means that if for kink migration, part of the kink nucleation process has also been produced. 

Moreover, think of the activation energy as a pulse, if the pulse is not large enough to cover the 

barrier for saddle point 2 but large enough to cover saddle point 1, the existence of the local 

minimum which is marked by a red spot in Fig. 3.40 can insure that the kink has the probability 

to be stable with this configuration. In other words, the kink migration and nucleation have the 

same probability to be generated. Of course, in this case the kink nucleation process is not 

finished within a local minimum configuration. Based on the above, I propose a mechanism for 

the 90° partial dislocation kink propagation in Fig. 3.41. Once the 90° partial dislocation kink is 

nucleated, there are several possible activation energy barriers. Here, D1 and D3 present the 

probability for kink migration; D2 means the probability for a new kink nucleating from the top 

of the original one while D4 means the probability for another new kink to nucleate on the 

remaining dislocation line. We already know that, the activation energy barrier for the saddle 

point 1 is almost the same (𝐸1 ≈ 𝐸𝑠) compared with the kink migration activation energy. These 

similar activation energy barriers indicate that the kink migration and part of the kink nucleation 

can be produced with similar possibilities. In addition, for the structure’s symmetric character, 

we get that D1= D3. Based on the above, I conclude that about the possibility for four different 

kind of kink movement direction: D1= D3 ≈ D2 ≈ D4. This conclusion shows that, if the 90° 

partial dislocation kink has enough energy to be migrated, a part of the kink nucleation can be 

nucleated too. The phenomenon about the similar activation energy barriers in kink nucleation 

and kink migration is also found under other driving stress shown in Fig. 3.42. Therefore, I 

propose that the 90° partial dislocation lines have a zigzagged morphology.  
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Figure 3.40 Minimum energy path for kink nucleation and migration in 90° partial 

dislocations under a driving shear stress of 0.3 GPa. The red spot shows the local 

minimum in the kink nucleation path. The light blue line show the value difference 

between the saddle point in kink migration and saddle point 1 in kink nucleation is very 

small. In kink nucleation path, 𝑬𝟏 represents the activation energy barriers for saddle 

point1 while 𝑬𝟐 represents the activation energy barriers from the local minimum spot to 

saddle point 2. 𝑬𝒔 represents the activation energy barriers for kink migration. And, 

𝑬𝟏 ≈ 𝑬𝒔 > 𝑬𝟐. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.41 Kink propagation mechanism for 90° partial dislocation. D1, D2, D3 and D4 

show the possibility for each direction which the kink can migration in. With the similar 

possibility each direction, the 90° partial dislocation line could have a zigzagged 

morphology. 
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(a) Minimum energy path of Kink nucleation.  (b) Minimum energy path of Migration.  

 

(c) Minimum energy path of Kink nucleation.  (d) Minimum energy path of Migration.  

Figure 3.42 The upper figures and bottom figures show the minimum energy path for kink 

nucleation and migration in 90° partial dislocations under a driving shear stress of 0.83 

GPa and 1.34 GPa, respectively. The red spot shows the local minimum in the kink 

nucleation path. 

 

The kink propagation mechanism for 30° partial dislocation is different. In Fig. 3.43, we 

show the minimum energy path way for the kink nucleation with a driving shear stress of 3.0 

GPa and migration of RK and LK with a driving shear stress of 2.3 GPa. In the 30° partial 

dislocation kink nucleation path, there is only one saddle point, no local minimum. And the 

large difference of the activation energy barriers between the kink nucleation and migration 

indicate that once the kink is nucleated, both LK and RK can migrate freely while the kink still 

does not have enough energy to nucleate a second kink. Moreover, since the activation barrier of 

RK is about 10 times than that of LK, I propose that after nucleation, the kink prefers to migrate 

because of the lower activation energy of LK. 
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(a) LK migration under a driving stress of 2.3 GPa. 

 

(b) RK migration under a driving stress of 2.3 GPa. 
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(c) Kink nucleation under a driving stress of 3.0 GPa. 

Figure 3.43 Minimum energy path for kink nucleation and migration in 30° partial 

dislocations with a driving shear stress of 3.0 GPa and 2.3 GPa respectively. ERK and ELK 

represent the migration activation energy barrier for RK and LK, respectively. ENU 

represents the activation energy barriers for nucleation. 

Fig.3.44 shows the schematic representation of the glide energetic configuration, beginning 

from kink pair nucleation with different widths. Once the kink nucleation process is finished, for 

90° partial dislocation, the kink can migrate in two directions. For the symmetric kink pair 

character of 90° partial dislocation, no matter which direction the kink migrates, the energy 

curve in Fig.3.44 would be the same because of the same activation energy barrier for RK and 

LK. However, for the 30° partial dislocation as mentioned in last paragraph that the LK kink 

prefers to migrate because of its lower migration activation energy after the kink nucleation 

process is finished. This glide process is showed in Fig.3.44 (b). Combination with the large 

difference in activation energy barrier for kink nucleation and migration, I propose that during 

the 30° partial dislocation propagation, once the LK is nucleated, it prefers to continue 

migrating since its migration energy is lower than that of RK. And the large difference of 

activation energy barrier between kink nucleation and migration can induce that the kink can 

keep migrating until the energy is large enough to nucleate a new kink. In this way, the 30° 

partial dislocation lines always have a smooth morphology. This kink propagation mechanism 

for 30° partial dislocation is shown in Fig.3.45. The RK with a larger activation energy barrier 

than LK should have a higher possibility be represented or left on the dislocation lines as step (e) 
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in Fig.3.45. This predication is verified by Ohno et al. (2012). Their experiment data is shown in 

Fig.3.46.  

 

(a) 90° partial dislocation propagation. 

 

(b) 30° partial dislocation propagation. 

Figure 3.44 Schematic representation of the glide energetics of a dislocation. w is the kink 

pair width during glide of the 30° partial dislocation. (a) shows the energy in glide process 

for 90° partial dislocation, and the red spot shows the local minimum in the kink 

nucleation path. (b) shows the energy in glide process for 30° partial dislocation. During 

this migration, only the LK migration is represented for the reason that LK has a much 

lower activation barrier as compared to RK. 
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(a)     (b)      (c)       (d)      (e)    

Figure 3.45 Schematic representation of shape evolution of a 30° partial dislocation line 

during glide. The (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) show each step of the dislocation propagation by 

energy preference.  

The RK with a larger activation energy barrier than LK should have a higher possibility be 

represented or left on the dislocation lines. This predication is verified by Ohno et al. (2012). 

Their BF-TEM experiment images are shown in Fig.3.46. (a) and (b) show the image with 3 s 

electron irradiation when (c) shows the image after the irradiation. (d) shows the shape 30° 

partial dislocation line. By the BF-TEM data, Ohno et al. (2012) proposed that the RK structure 

is the dominate one on the dislocation line, because of the RK has been accumulated on the 

dislocation line for a lower mobility. The geometry of the kink is shown as (d) in Fig.3.46. This 

figure also shows that the 30° Si-core partial dislocation line is smooth and has a higher 

mobility than the C-core 30° partial dislocation under the electron irradiation. H. Idrissi et al. 

(2005) also observed the 30° Si-core partial dislocation line image by TEM in weak beam 

modes with the temperature range 400℃-700℃ that the dislocation line image is shown in Fig. 

3.47. D1 and D2 represent two glide-set 30° Si-core partial dislocation lines as the boundaries of 

the double stacking fault. From the image, we can tell that the morphology of 30° Si-core partial 

dislocation lines tends to be straight line that is consistent with the observation from Ohno et al. 

More importantly, the controversy bout activation energy barriers of the RK and LK in 30° 

partial dislocation that which come from our molecule dynamics simulation result and the first 

principle calculation by Savini et al. (2007a, 2007b) can be solved. In Savini’s result, for 30° 

Si-core partial dislocation, the activation energy barriers of RK and LK are 0.06eV and 0.08eV, 

respectively. Obviously, this result is contradicted with Ohno’s observation result. At the same 

LK
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LK
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time, our simulation result and dislocation morphology proposition are demonstrated well by 

these experiment data. 

 

 

Figure 3.46 BF-TEM images of 30° Si-core partial dislocation line (Ohno et al., 2012). 

With the permission from AIP Publishing LLC. 

 

 

Figure 3.47 Weak beam image of two 30° Si-core partial dislocation line marked by D1 

and D2. With permission from AIP Publishing LLC. 
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3.5 Stacking fault morphology 

Stacking faults as the plane defect in silicon carbide are bounded by partial dislocations. And 

the stacking fault expansion is carried out by the motion of the partial dislocations. Therefore, 

the propagation and morphology of the stacking fault are related to the partial dislocation lines’ 

propagation and shape. At first, based on our calculation of activation energy barriers and 

Equation 3-1, the energy Q which represents the dislocation velocity is summarized in Tab 3-1. 

And the 𝐹𝑘 is given as Equation 3-2, 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the interaction between the kinks while the 

𝐸𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the activation energy barrier of the kink nucleation pair. 

 2𝐹𝑘 = 𝐸𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 (3-2) 

The 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 for 90° and 30° partial dislocations is given as Equation 3-3 and 3-4, respectively 

(Hirsh and Lothe, 1982). 𝜇 is the shear modulus, as 1.23ev/Å. 𝑏𝑝 means the modulus of the 

burgers vector and 𝜈=0.21 as the Possison’s ratio. h is the height of the kink while 𝑎0 = 3.06Å, 

and n =1 in here which represent the kink width (Savini et al., 2007).  

 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 = −
𝜇𝑏𝑝

2ℎ2

8𝜋𝑛𝑎0

1 − 2𝜈

1 + 𝜈
≈ −

0.24

𝑛
𝑒𝑉 (3-3) 

 

 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 = −
𝜇𝑏𝑝

2ℎ2

32𝜋𝑛𝑎0

4 + 𝜈

1 − 𝜈
≈ −

0.49

𝑛
𝑒𝑉 (3-3) 

In the Table 3-1, most of the nucleation and migration energy barriers for Si-core and 

C-core partial dislocation are calculated with the driving stress 2.3GPa, expect the nucleation 

activation energy barrier of the 30° partial dislocation of C-core is given with the driving stress 

3GPa. From Table 3-1 and Equation 3-1, I can conclude that 𝑉si
90 > 𝑉c

90 > 𝑉si
30 > 𝑉c

30. The 

Si-core partial dislocation has a higher mobility than the C-core partial dislocation with the 

same partial dislocation burgers vector. As I mentioned in section 3.1, this conclusion is 

consistent with previous experimental data (Lara et al., 2012; Ning et al., 1996; Idrissi et al., 

2007; Ha et al., 2003). Moreover, our calculation result also show indicate that 90° partial 

dislocation has a higher mobility than 30° partial dislocation for both C-core and Si-core. We 

should notice that most of these experiment data only provided the data about the comparison 

the C-core and Si-core 30° partial dislocations. In deformation test by Idrissi et al. (2007), he 
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asserted that the lacking of observation of the Si-core 90° partial dislocation is due to its highest 

mobility. The Si-core 90° partial dislocation line could have already moved out of the sample 

before the observation. In the TEM test by Lara (2012), the burger vectors of the partial 

dislocation lines are not concerned for the 90° and 30° partial dislocations. That may be caused 

by their experiments were applied on the 4H-SiC that the TED (threading edge dislocation) and 

TSD (threading screw dislocation) are the major dislocation types. Those observed partial 

dislocations are dissociated from the TED and TSD have different mechanism with that those of 

3C-SiC. Therefore, by experimental method, we have a widely accept that the Si-core partial 

dislocation moves ahead of the C-core partial dislocation with a higher mobility. The mobility 

for 30° partial dislocation of Si-core is more complex than the 90° partial dislocation of C-core. 

For the several possible reasons that, the dangling bond along the dislocation line can serve as 

the efficient non-radiative recombination center that provides activation energy for the motion 

of the dislocation (Skowronski et al., 2002); the recombination-induced stacking fault could be 

another reason that the solitons on 30° partial dislocation of Si-core can providing electron-hole 

recombination energy that which enhance the motion of dislocations (Galeckas et al., 2006). 

These electron phenomena have a great influence on the mobility of Si-core 30° partial 

dislocation. 

Table 3-1 Energy Q for dislocation velocity calculation.  

Dislocation Types 𝐸𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 Wm 2𝐹𝑘 𝑄 = 2𝐹𝑘 + 𝑊𝑚 

90° Si-core 0.131 0.11 0.371 0.481 

90° C-core 0.205 0.22 0.445 0.665 

30° Si-core 1.03 0.02 1.52 1.54 

30° C-core 1.04(3Gpa) 0.028 1.53 1.55 

By the dislocation velocity concluded above, the morphology of the stacking fault which is 

bounded by partial dislocation can be predicted. The stacking fault region can be formed by the 

moving of the partial dislocations. For the dislocation loop, as shown in Fig. 3.48, the light lines 

represent the Si-core partial dislocation lines when the blue lines represent the C-core partial 
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dislocation lines. The short blue arrow shows the burgers vector of the dislocation line. The 

partial dislocation types are identified by the angle between the dislocation line and the burgers 

vectors. Four possible kinds of half dislocation loops can be deduced from the dislocation loop, 

as shown in Fig 3.49. For the higher mobility of the 90° partial dislocations for both C-core and 

Si-core, these dislocation lines will move out of the dislocation loop. The reason why we are 

focusing on the half dislocation loop is that the interface between the substrate and the wafer of 

SiC always has the largest intrinsic stress. And the sharp corner can lower down the activation 

energy barrier for the dislocation loop migration.   

As illustrated in Fig. 3.50, the dislocation loop develops into a triangle shape. The similar 

kind of stacking faults are observed by independent work, such as optical micrograph 

(Vasiliauskas et al., 2012), TEM (Hristu et al., 2014), luminescence image (Liu et al., 2007) and 

photoluminescence technique (Piluso et al., 2014). Liu et al. (2007) showed that both the 

Si-core and C-core 30° partial dislocations are electrically active. The Si-core 30° partial 

dislocations can move by the REDG mechanism while the C-core 30° partial dislocations were 

immobile that may be caused by the higher activation energy barrier. The image (c) in Fig. 3.50 

also indicates that the 30° partial dislocations line has a smooth morphology. Moreover, 

Vasiliauskas et al. (2012) pointed out that the stacking fault of 3C-SiC which was grown on 

6H-SiC had a triangle outline as shown in Fig. 3.50 image (b). The bounded partial dislocation 

lines were smooth either. 
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Figure 3.48 Dislocation loop in silicon carbide.  

 

Figure 3.49 Possible half dislocation loops in 3C-SiC. 
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(a) Shape evolution of the dislocation loops. 

 

(b) Optical micrograph of 3c-sic              (c) Luminescence image sic-4h 

Figure 3.50 (a) Schematic representation of shape evolution for the triangle stacking faults. 

(b) Optical image of the triangle stacking fault along the (111) planes in 3C-SiC 

(Vasiliauskas et al., 2012). Photocopy right is covered by CCC Annual License 

Academic.(c) Luminescence image of triangle stacking fault which is bounded by 30° 

Si-core and C-core partial dislocations (Liu et al., 2007). With the permission from AIP 

Publishing LLC. 

Based on the other two types of dislocation loops, the stacking fault expanded with the 

trapezoid shape. The shape evolution is shown in Fig. 3.51 image (a). By the higher mobility of 

30° partial dislocations, the half dislocation loop expand this side more readily compare with 

that of others. Therefore, a trapezoid stacking faults can be formed. The image (b) shows the 

microscope image of stacking fault with a trapezoid in 3C-SiC (Nagasawa et al., 2006). The 
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bolded green lines are used for representing the outline of the stacking faults. Our prediction 

model is similar to their experimental data about the trapezoid stacking faults.  

 

(a) Shape evolution of the dislocation loops. 

 

(b) Microscope image of stacking fault in 3C-SiC (Nagasawa et al., 2006) with 

permission from the publisher John Wiley and Sons. 

Figure 3.51 Schematic representation of shape evolution for the trapezoid stacking faults.  

The stacking faults in the 4H-SiC are more complex than in the 3C-SiC for the existing of 

TED and TSD. Ha et al. (2003) observed two kinds of stacking faults by Optical emission 

microscopy. The images are shown in Fig. 3.52. The bright spot means a TED as shown in (a) 

developed into a pair of partial dislocations with same burgers vectors as shown in (b). This 

mechanism was also observed by (Maximenko and Sudarshan 2005a; Maximenko et al., 2005b), 

Maximenko and the co-workers pointed out that the dislocation loop nucleated from the kink 
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segments of the TED, and both the Si-core and C-core 30° partial dislocations are electrically 

active. Our conclusion about the velocities of the partial dislocations that C-core has lower 

mobility than Si-core for a higher activation energy barrier explains the stacking fault expansion. 

The smooth outlines of the stacking faults also testified our dislocation morphology analysis in 

last section. 

 

Figure 3.52 Optical emission microscopy images of stacking development in 4H-SiC 

(Ha et al., 2003). With permission from AIP Publishing LLC. 

3.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, it is the first time to investigate the activation energy barriers of partial 

dislocations kink nucleation and migration in 3C-SiC by MD simulation. The activation energy 

barrier of kink nucleation and migration for each type of partial dislocations are calculated. Our 

results show that the Si-core partial dislocations have lower activation energy barriers than the 

C-core partial dislocations for both 30° and 90° partial dislocations. The conclusions agree with 

the experimental test. 

Besides I also find that the partial dislocation with a larger distance between the dangling 

bond atoms along the dislocation line also has a higher activation energy barrier for both 30° 

and 90° partial dislocations. This could explain that why the C-core and Si-core have different 

mobility that which could be caused by their structure characters.  

More importantly, I propose new models to explain the morphological character of 

different partial dislocation lines. I propose that the 30° partial dislocation prefer to be smooth 

because of the large activation energy difference between kink nucleation and kink migration. 
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And the 90° partial dislocations lines prefer to be zigzagged for the reason that the 90° partial 

dislocation lines have the possibility to migrate and nucleate simultaneously. On the other hand, 

dislocation velocity can be represented as a function of the activation energy barriers. I conclude 

that 𝑉si
90 > 𝑉c

90 > 𝑉si
30 > 𝑉c

30. This conclusion is consistent with previous experiment data. In 

addition, the morphology of the stacking faults is discussed. The stacking fault formed by the 

half dislocation loop can develop into the trapezoid and triangle shape. The similar shapes of 

stacking fault had been observed by other researchers.  
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Chapter 4 

4 Reaction path way analysis for shuffle-set perfect 

dislocation in silicon 

4.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in section 1.2.2, there are two dislocations types by defining which plane they are 

gliding on, i.e., the shuffle-set or the glide-set as shown in Fig. 4.1. The dashed green line shows 

the glide plane of the shuffle-set dislocation while the dashed black line shows that of the 

glide-set dislocation. The mobility for these two kinds of dislocations has been discussed for 

decades, such as which type is the dominate one under the lower temperature and high stress; is 

there any transition between these two types. Compared with the glide-set dislocation, fewer 

researches have reported for the non-dissociated shuffle-set dislocation. The non-dissociated 

shuffle-set dislocation includes the screw dislocation and the 60° perfect dislocation.  
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Figure 4.1 Illustration of the Shuffle-set and glide-set dislocation in silicon. 

For 60° perfect dislocation, Godet et al. (2004) performed the simulation of the dislocation 

nucleation from a surface step with serval empirical potentials including SW, EDIP and Tersoff 

in a slab atomic model. Latter, an ab initio method had been employed for the dislocation 

nucleation from a surface step with a two dimension model (Godet et al., 2006). The dislocation 

migration process had been investigated which indicated that the surface step can reduced that 

dislocation nucleation barrier. In his study, the 60° perfect dislocation can be produced for both 

compression and tension state while no screw dislocation had been observed. A 3D model of the 

shuffle-set dislocation loop which was nucleated from the sharp corner had been performed by 

MD simulation (Izumi and Yip, 2008). The dependence of the activation energy barriers on 

shear strain were represented by reaction pathway analysis. The same model was applied by 

Shima et al. (2010) for solving the controversy between glide-set and the shuffle-set 

dislocations. Shima and the co-workers found a cross point of the glide-set and the shuffle-set 

curves which represent the dependences of the activation energy on shear stress. The cross point 

indicated that the shuffle-set dislocation was nucleated under high stress with low temperature, 

and the glide-set dislocation could be nucleated at high temperature and low stress (Shima et al., 

2010). Their conclusion seemed agreed with Duesbery’s theory (Duesbery and Joos, 1996). 

Pizzagalli et al. (2008b) investigated the activation energy barriers of the kink nucleation and 

migration for the screw dislocation by theoretical study. The EDIP potential is applied for the 

representation of the silicon. By calculating of the activation energy barriers, he pointed out that 

the kink formation energy is around 0.9eV to 1.36eV while the kink migration energy is 50 meV 

(Pizzagalli et al., 2008b). The results implied that, since the screw dislocation is nucleated, the 

Shuffle-set

Glide-set
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kink can migrate freely for the lower energy barrier. Moreover, the result also showed that the 

screw dislocation is more mobile than the 30° glide-set partial dislocations for the whole stress 

region (Cai 2001; Rabier et al., 2010) that is contradict to the Duesbery’s theory. 

Even though, there are still something unclear even the controversy about the shuffle-set 

dislocations. In addition, the kink nucleation and migration of shuffle-set 60° perfect dislocation 

have not been reported yet. Therefore, for a better understanding of the shuffle-set dislocation 

motion, the reaction pathway analysis is applied on the dislocation mobility.  

4.2 Atomic model 

Our simulation model is schematically shown in Fig. 4.2. The coordinate axes are [11-2], [-110], 

[111] for X, Y, Z directions. The model size is 23.95×13.82×9.4nm
3
, including 38800 atoms. 

The dislocation line is on the slip plane (111), and the burgers vector is 𝑏60 =  𝑎0[011̅] 2⁄ . The 

shear stress 𝜎𝑥𝑧 was applied by displacing top and bottom atoms along the x and –x directions. 

Periodical boundary condition is applied in all the directions.  

 

Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of the simulation model for shuffle-set dislocation in 

silicon. 

In our simulation, three kinds of potentials are used to represent the dislocation structure 

including SW, EDIP and Tersoff. Three types of possible dislocation cores are obtained by 

moving part of lattice along the burgers vector as shown in Fig .4.3.  

23.95nm

9.4nm
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(a) S1 

 

(b) S2 

 

(c) S3 

Figure 4.3 Three possible shuffle-set dislocation core structures. The gray balls represent 

the silicon atom with four coordinates while the green and red balls represent the atoms 

with three and five coordinates, respectively. 
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Pizzagalli et al. (2009b) reported that there are three kinds of possible shuffle-set 

dislocation core structures. The mobile S1 type, and the glissile S2 and S3. Moreover, Zhong et 

al. (2012) showed a new core structure named as S4 by DFT calculation. Similar dislocation 

core structures are obtained in our study. SW potential can only create the dislocation structure 

with S1 while the Tersoff and EDIP reproduce all the three kinds of core structures. Then, the 

kink structures in these dislocation core types with different potentials are testified. The kink on 

the dislocation line is involved with over fold atoms for SW and Tersoff potentials as shown in 

Fig. 4.4. Therefore, the EDIP potential that which is designed for describing the defects in 

silicon is chosen for the kink migration and nucleation analysis.   

  

(a) S1 by SW.           (b) S2 by Tersoff.           (c) S3 by Tersoff. 

Figure 4.4 Kink structures with over-fold atoms that represented by SW and Tersoff 

potentials. The gray atom balls are invisible here for a better comparison of the kink 

structures. 

 

4.3 Simulation results and discussion 

The kink structure in S1 type is shown in Fig. 4.5. In image (a), the red balls are the five-fold 

silicon atoms along the dislocation line. Four layers of atoms are used for the representation of 

the dislocation structure, and these layers are illustrated in image (b) marked by dashed black 

line. The dislocation core structure in image (b) is different with core structure shown in Fig. 4.3 

(a) because of different band visualization condition. Atomeye (Li, 2003) is used to visualize the 

structure configuration, and in the upper image in Fig. 4.6., 2.50 Å is set up to decide whether the 

Si-Si bond will be shown in the visualization while 2.58 Å is set up for visualization in the bottom 

image.  
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(a) The projection image of dislocation structures on (111) plane. 

 

(b) Side view of the dislocation core. 

Figure 4.5 Kink structure of the S1 dislocation core. The dislocation in (a) involves four 

layers of atoms which are marked by dashed black lines in (b). Orange line shows the kink 

along the dislocation line. 
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Figure 4.6 Different types of visualizations for S1 dislocation core. The top and bottom 

images show the same dislocation core. For the top image, 2.50 Å is set up to decide 

whether the Si-Si bond will be shown in the visualization while 2.58 Å is set up for the 

bottom image. 

The kink with S1 dislocation core structure is symmetric. The activation energy barriers are 

the same for the left side and right side. The reaction pathway of the kink migration is shown in 

Fig. 4.7. During the kink migration path, an atom marked by the yellow circle is moving along 

the burgers vector. The process is completed by breaking a Si-Si bond and forming a new one. 

The minimum pathways of the kink migration for S1 core under different shear strain are shown 

from Fig. 4.8 to Fig. 4.13. The horizontal axis is the reaction coordinates and the perpendicular 

axis is the activation energy. The peak in the curve presents the activation energy barrier of the 

migration process. The dependence of activation energy on the shear strain is shown in Fig. 4.14. 

The activation barrier decreases when the shear strain increases.  
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Figure 4.7 Kink migration pathway for S1 shuffle-set dislocation line with shear strain 

2.84%. The moving atom is marked by the yellow circle and the moving direction is 

marked by the small black arrow.  
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Figure 4.8 Minimum energy path for kink migration of S1 core under shear strain 0.945%. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Minimum energy path for kink migration of S1 core under shear strain 1.42%. 
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Figure 4.10 Minimum energy path for kink migration of S1 core under shear strain 1.89%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Minimum energy path for kink migration of S1 core under shear strain 2.84% 
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Figure 4.12 Minimum energy path for kink migration of S1 core under shear strain 3.78% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Minimum energy path for kink migration of S1 core under shear strain 4.73% 
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Figure 4.14 Dependence of activation energy barrier on shear strains for kink migration 

with S1 core shuffle-set dislocation. 

The reaction pathway of the kink nucleation is shown in Fig. 4.15. The kink pair is forming 

by the moving of the marked atoms along the burgers vector simultaneously. The minimum 

energy path ways for the kink nucleation with different strain are shown from Fig. 4.16 to Fig. 

4.21. The dependence of kink nucleation activation energy barriers on shear strain is represented 

in Fig. 4.22. The activation energy barriers decrease when the shear strain increases. 
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Figure 4.15 Kink nucleation pathway for S1 shuffle-set dislocation line. The moving 

direction of the atom is marked by the small black arrow. These two atoms are moving 

simultaneously during the kink nucleation with 2.84% shear strain.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Minimum energy path for kink nucleation of S1 core under shear strain 0.945%. 
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Figure 4.17 Minimum energy path for kink nucleation of S1 core under shear strain 1.89%. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.18 Minimum energy path for kink nucleation of S1 core under shear strain 2.84%. 
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Figure 4.19 Minimum energy path for kink nucleation of S1 core under shear strain 3.78%. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.20 Minimum energy path for kink nucleation of S1 core under shear strain 4.25%. 
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Figure 4.21 Minimum energy path for kink nucleation of S1 core under shear strain 4.725%. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.22 Dependence of activation energy barrier on shear strains for kink nucleation 

with S1 core shuffle-set dislocation. The black line is the fitting curve by polynomial 

method.  
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Moreover, the kink migration for both sides also has been investigated. An interesting 

phenomenon is observed that the activation energy barrier of the kink migration for both sides is 

around two times than that of the one side kink migration. Moreover, similar to kink nucleation 

process, the atoms are moving simultaneously. The kink pair migration minimum energy 

pathway and the reaction pathway are shown in Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24. The activation energy 

barriers of the kink migration for the both sides and only one side are 0.24eV and 0.126eV 

under the shear strain 3.78%, respectively. For the kink nucleation and kink migration for two 

sides, there is no local minimum energy spot. This may imply that the shuffle-set perfect 

dislocation kink propagation mechanism is different with the one in the dislocation theory.  

The nearby atoms along the dislocation line have the possibility to be nucleated or migrated at 

the same time with a high enough activation energy. This could induce that only small 

dislocation segment can be observed in the TEM. In addition, the activation energy barriers of 

kink migration for both sides have also been calculated under the shear strain 1.89% and 2.84%. 

They are 0.84eV and 0.43eV for the shear strain 1.89% and 2.84%, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 4.23 Minimum energy pathway for the S1 dislocation core structures kink 

migration with both sides under shear strain 3.78%. The atomic configurations for (a) (b) 

(c) are shown in Fig. 4.24. 
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Figure 4.24 Kink migration path for both sides with S1 dislocation core. The moving 

atoms are marked by yellow circles while the moving direction is shown by black arrows. 

(b) is the saddle point atomic configuration. 

The S2 dislocation core structure is obtained by increasing the shear strain. When the shear 

strain is large than 5%, the S1 dislocation core structures along the dislocation line are changing 

into the S2. These transformations for these cores are independent. In our simulation, the 

transformation begins from 5% shear strain and is accomplished when the shear strain is greater 

than 12.5%.  

Considering the asymmetrical structures of the S2 dislocation line, there are LK (left kink) 

and RK (right kink) as shown in Fig. 4.25. The RK is complicate that a five-fold atom involved. 

As shown in Fig. 4.26., the migration path of RK involving the bond breaking and forming for 

both glide-set and shuffle-set. The definition of shuffle-set and glide-set bonds is illustrated in 

Fig. 4.27. In the RK migration, the major moving atoms are marked by yellow circles and their 

moving directions are shown by the black arrows. Moreover, the LK migration process is shown 

in Fig. 4.28. Only the shuffle-set bond breaking and forming in response, and the activation 

energy barrier for the LK migration is 0.05 eV under the shear strain 14.175%. With the same 

shear strain the activation energy barrier of the RK migration is above 1eV. That indicate the S2 

dislocation line is difficult to move even with such a large shear strain.  

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 4.25 Kink structure with S2 dislocation core.  
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Figure 4.26 Minimum energy pathway of right kink migration process for S2 dislocation 

core. (c) is the saddle point atomic configuration. 

 

Figure 4.27 Representation of Shuffle-set and glide-set bonds in silicon. 
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Figure 4.28 Minimum energy pathway of left kink migration process for S2 dislocation 

core. (b) is the saddle point configuration. 

In addition, the kink nucleation process of the S2 dislocation core structures is also been 

investigated. Our simulation results show that there are two kinds of nucleated kink pair in S2 

dislocation kink nucleation for different shear strain. As shown in Fig. 4.29., two possible 

configurations of the nucleated kink pair with S2 dislocation core are represented. The structure 

in (a) is obtained with a shear strain around 11.75%. The nucleated kink pair is in the type of S1 

dislocation core. The configuration (b) is given with a shear strain 16.45%, and the nucleated 

kink pair is in the type of S2 dislocation core. This phenomenon could be caused by the 

interaction of initial kink pair. It also indicate that the S2 dislocation core is stable than the S1 

type. Fig. 4.30 shows the minimum energy pathway of S2 nucleated with S1 kink pair 

structures.  
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Figure 4.29 Two possible configurations of the nucleated kink pair with S2 dislocation 

core. Image (a) shows the nucleated kink pair with S1 core structure while (b) shows the 

nucleated kink pair with S2 core structure. 

 

 

Figure 4.30 Minimum energy pathway of S2 dislocation nucleation process with the shear 

strain of 11.75%.  
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The S3 dislocation core structures can also been obtained in our simulation with applying 

an opposite shear strain on the S2 dislocation core structures. The shear strain of the whole 

model is still positive. However, when it comes to the kink structures, the over fold atoms 

appeared along the dislocation line which makes it unavailable for the calculation of the kink 

migration and nucleation.  

For the S1 shuffle-set dislocation, the activation energy barrier decreases when the shear 

strain increases. Moreover, the S1 shuffle-set dislocation kink nucleation can be trigged with a 

shear strain larger than 5% for a low kink nucleation and migration barriers. This conclusion is 

consistent with the study by Izumi and Yip (2008). Izumi and Yip pointed out that the resolved 

strain is about 5.1% though the simulating of the kink nucleation from a sharp corner while the 

resolved strain is 6.2% (Rabier et al., 2010) for a shuffle-set half dislocation loop nucleated 

from a surface step (Godet et al., 2009). The difference between the experiment data and the 

simulation results may due to that the material propriety is different in nanoscales (Zhu et al., 

2009). Moreover, by comparing with the simulation of the shuffle-set screw dislocation 

(Pizzagalli et al., 2008b), the shuffle-set screw dislocation seemed has a higher mobility than 

the shuffle-set perfect dislocation for a lower activation energy barriers. I also find that the 

activation energy barriers of the two sides kink migration is nearly two times than that of the 

one side kink migration. The kink nucleation pair is accomplished by two atoms moving 

simultaneously. These imply that the S1 dislocation line could move without the kink pair 

function. This may explain the missing of long dislocation segment in the experimental studies. 

Therefore, I are wondering whether it is possible that the dislocation loop propagation and the 

movement of shuffle-set perfect dislocation segment have different mechanisms.  Rabier et al. 

(2013) also pointed out that dislocation movement at low temperature does not show the kink 

features. More experimental data and simulation result data are needed for solving this problem.  

The S2 dislocation core can be obtained by the increasing the applied shear strain larger 

than 5%. When the shear strain is large than 5%, the S1 core structure is changing into S2 core 

structure. During this strain region, the dislocation moves as S1 types. This conclusion agrees 

with Pizzagalli et al. (2009a) that S2 is transformed from S1 and be more stable than S1 core. 

Our simulation also shows that the kink with S2 core structure is asymmetric. The LK has a 

lower activation energy barrier than RK. I believe RK can be a pinned point during the S2 

dislocation kink migration. More importantly, the investigation of the kink migration for RK 
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shows that both the shuffle-set and glide-set bond breaking and forming are involved. This may 

imply that there could be a possibility that the shuffle-set dislocation core can translated into a 

glide-set dislocation core. Besides, the high activation energy barrier of the RK migration in S2 

also indicates that this shuffle-glide transition could only appear in the high temperature. These 

experimental data provided by Saka et al. (2006), Izumi et al. (2010) and Okuno and Saka 

(2013) also showed that the shuffle-glide transitions were observed above 400℃.   

For S3 dislocation core, Pizzagalli et al. (2009a) and Zhong et al. (2012) obtained this 

structure by applying an opposite strain on S2 and by heating S1 to 200K, respectively. In our 

simulation, the S3 dislocation core structures are always involved with the S2 dislocation core 

structures. Moreover, the S3 dislocation core always comes with highly distorted lattice. 

4.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the relation between the shuffle-set dislocation core and the shear strain has been 

discussed. Our simulation results show that the S1 dislocation can be nucleated by a shear strain 

larger than 5%. During the shear strain from 5% to 12.5%, the dislocation can move as the S1 

core kink nucleation and migration and the S1 dislocation core is in process of transforming into 

S2. The S2 dislocation core structures begin to appear along the S1 dislocation line since the 

shear strain is larger than 5% shear strain. S2 dislocation core structures became into the 

dominate one with a shear strain region from 12.5% to 17.5%. I also found that the activation 

energy barriers of the two sides kink migration is nearly two times than that of the one side kink 

migration. The kink nucleation pair is accomplished by two atoms moving simultaneously. 

These interesting phenomena could be response to the missing long segment in the experiment. 

I am guessing that whether it is possible that the dislocation propagation of shuffle-set perfect 

dislocation segment have different mechanisms. More information about the shuffle-set 

dislocation core structure is necessary for the further study. 

More importantly, a new possible shuffle-glide core transition mechanism has been 

proposed. During the RK migration process in S2 dislocation core, both the shuffle-set and 

glide-set bond breaking and forming are involved. This may imply that there could be a 

possibility that the shuffle-set dislocation core can translated into a glide-set dislocation core. 

And the high activation energy barrier during the migration also indicates that this transition 

could only happen with a high temperature, which agrees with the precious experimental 
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observation that the glide-shuffle transition was observed above 500℃. S3 dislocation line is not 

considered here for the bad representation of kink structures. 
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Chapter 5 

5 Conclusion and future work 

5.1 Conclusion 

With the purpose of a better understanding the dislocation mobility in semiconductor materials, 

the reaction pathway analysis is performed to identify the activation energy barriers of kink 

nucleation and migration for the partial dislocations in 3C-SiC and shuffle-set perfect 

dislocation in Silicon.  

In chapter 3, it is the first time to investigate the activation energy barriers of the four kinds 

of partial dislocations kink nucleation and migration in 3C-SiC by MD simulation. The 

simulation results show that Si-core partial dislocation has higher mobility than C-core partial 

dislocation. Then the partial dislocation morphology is discussed by the activation energy 

difference. I propose that the 30° partial dislocation lines prefer to be smooth while the 90° 

partial dislocation lines prefer to be zigzagged for the reason that the 90° partial dislocation 

lines have the possibility to migrate and nucleate simultaneously. Furthermore, the relation 

between the activation energy barriers in dislocation motion and the dislocation velocity can be 
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established by an empirical function. I conclude that 𝑉si
90 > 𝑉c

90 > 𝑉si
30 > 𝑉c

30. This conclusion 

is consistent with previous experiment data. With regarding that the stacking faults are bounded 

by partial dislocations, the morphology of the stacking faults is also discussed. The stacking 

fault formed by the half dislocation loop can develop into the trapezoid or triangle shape. The 

similar shapes of stacking fault were observed by other researchers.  

Chapter 4 is devoting to provide more evidence for solving this controversy about the 

shuffle-set and glide-set dislocation in silicon that which has been studied for decades. In this 

chapter, the relation between the shuffle-set dislocation core and the shear strain has been 

discussed. The S1 dislocation is domain in the shear strain from 0% to 5%. The resolved shear 

strain of the S1 core dislocation is around 5%, at which the activation energy barrier is almost 

zero. The conclusion of the resolved shear strain is close to the previous studies. When the shear 

strain keeps increasing, the S1 dislocation migrates and part of core structure along the 

dislocation line transforms to S2. This transformation is completed when the shear strain is 

larger than 12.5%. And the S2 core dislocation is domain in the shear strain from 12.5% to 

17.5%. More importantly, during the RK migration process in S2 types, both the shuffle-set and 

glide-set bond breaking and forming are involved. This finding could be used for the 

explanation of the shuffle-glide transition. Besides, the interest finding about the atoms along 

the dislocation can move simultaneously during the kink nucleation and the kink migration with 

two sides could be response to the missing long segment in the experiment. Therefore, I am 

guessing that whether it is possible that the shuffle-set perfect dislocation propagation has 

different mechanism. More information about the shuffle-set dislocation core structure is 

necessary for the further study. 

I believe that this dislocation reaction pathway analysis can improve our understanding of 

dislocation motion in 3C-SiC and silicon and provide more evidences for solving the unclear issues 

in both of them. 

5.2 Future work 

For experimental aspects, most experimental studies in SiC are focusing on the hexagonal 

silicon carbide that which has a more complex slip system than 3C-SiC. More information about 

dislocation and stacking fault of 3C-SiC can help understanding the dislocation mobility well. 

On the other hand, the gap between the simulation and the experiment for the time length and 
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dimensions still exists. When it comes to the difference between the RK and LK which had been 

mentioned in section 3.4, little information is provided. In additions, some direct evidences 

about which types of kink structures is dominate, the reconstructed or unreconstructed ones, are 

needed. These evidences could include the kink structure images and the percentage of dangling 

atoms along the dislocation line. 

The investigation about shuffle-set and glide-set issue in silicon is strongly constrained by 

the experiment limitation. For example, whether the dislocations which had been observed in 

such small pieces of area are the same with other dislocations in bulk silicon? More importantly, 

for solving this issue, the experiment of the shuffle-set un-dissociated dislocation is performing 

with a very high stress region. In such a high stress, the accompanied sample damage, cracks 

and other kinds of defects affect the analysis. On the other hand, by comparison of our 

shuffle-set perfect dislocation simulation result and the previous studies of screw dislocations, 

the conclusion about the shuffle-set perfect dislocation has a lower mobility than the screw 

dislocation is in contradiction with some experimental data in low stress regime (0-40MPa). The 

performances of the shuffle-set dislocation in different stress and temperature should be 

concerned.  

For theoretical aspect, in this study, the morphologies of partial dislocation lines are 

analyzed by activation energy barriers which are calculated by NEB method under zero Kelvin. 

However, no experiment performed in that low temperature. And the kink migration and kink 

nucleation are also affected by other factors, such as temperature, strain-rate and even the 

geometry of the sample. For a better understanding of those influences on partial dislocation 

morphologies, multi-scale MD with long time is necessary due to the scale gap between the MD 

simulation and the experimental data. The Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation, parallel time method 

and accelerated molecule dynamics can help us to enlarge the length and time scales. Then the 

simulation could be more close to the real conditions.  

On the other hand, in the dislocation motion study, whether the empirical potential can 

represent both the atomic configuration and the material property well is very important. This 

study about the dislocation in SiC and silicon are qualitative analyses for the applied empirical 

potential cannot reproduce the stacking fault energy very well. Therefore, for obtaining more 

accurate activation energy barriers in dislocation motion, further DFT calculation should be 

performed. Besides, our simulation results can be used in the dislocation dynamic (DD) 
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simulation on μm scale under different strain rate in which the dislocation motion in bulk 

semiconductor can be better illustrated.  

Our study is aiming at explaining the observed experimental phenomena of dislocations in 

3C-SiC and silicon, figuring out the controversy between those previous studies and experiment 

data. It is answering why these phenomena happened rather than how to change that. When it 

comes to the engineering view, there is still a gap between our MD study of dislocations and the 

application in the producing for a high quality semiconductor wafer. As mentioned in paragraph 

one in this section, the time-scale difference stop us for obtaining a directly study on the whole 

process of wafer growth with a long time. It is no possible for us to give a direct instruction on 

the engineering aspect (in second and millimeter scale) from this MD study (in picosecond and 

nanometer scale) right now. But we still need keep an open mind and be clearly aware that the 

major limitation is the computational capacity and nanotechnology. The MD simulation is a 

kind of atomic camera, tell us how the atoms or molecules interact with each other in nano-scale. 

I deeply believe, in the future, with the new nanotechnology like atoms can be located by human 

will, the MD method can be used as the manual book that guide people to produce the material 

with whatever structure character and performance they want with understanding the basic 

mechanism of defects.  
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Appendix A 

Intrinsic stress calculation of GaN wafer 

GaN as an attractive semiconductor material can be grown on the silicon by MOCVD 

(Metalorganic Chemical Vapor Deposition), the AlN buffer layers are employed for reduce the 

lattice mismatch between the substrate and GaN layers. The growth temperature of the GaN 

wafer is higher than 1100℃, then decrease to the room temperature. During the temperature 

circling, the thermal misfit caused by the different thermal expansion coefficient is response to 

the dislocations propagation in the wafer. Table A.1 shows the materials properties of silicon, 

AlN and GaN. When the GaN layer is growing on the (111) surface of silicon, the silicon 

substrate is under a compressive stress while the GaN layer is under a tensile stress for the 

reason that GaN has a smaller lattice constant than that of silicon. The same analysis, for the 

GaN grown on AlN, the AlN layer is in a tensile condition while the GaN layer is in the 

compressive stress.  

Table A-1 Material parameters of Silicon, GaN and AlN. 

Material parameters Si (111) GaN (0001) AlN (0001) 

Lattice constant (Å)  a 5.430 3.189 3.112 

Lattice mismatch (∆a/aSi) - 16.9% 19.0% 

Thermal expansion coefficient α 

(10
-6

/K) (linear) 
2.59[a] 5.59[b] 6.43[c] 

Thermal expansion mismatch 53.7% - 15% 

Biaxial modulus (Gpa) 228 450 470 

(a) Yasumasa and Tokumaru, 1984. 

(b) Roder et al., 2005 

(c) Stephan et al., 2009 

The biaxial modulus of anisotropic crystal (Wright, 1997) in Table A.1 is given by 

Equation. A-1. 𝑀𝑠  represents the biaxial modulus when the 𝐶𝑥𝑥  comes from the elastic 

parameter matrix. These parameters are used for the stoney-formula for calculating the intrinsic 

stress of the thin layers in the growth system. 
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 𝑀𝑠 = 𝐶11 + 𝐶12 − 2𝐶13(𝐶13/𝐶33) (A-1) 

The material thermal expansion coefficient 𝛼(𝑇) can be generally written as Equation A-2. 

Table. A.2 show the parameter for the calculation of the thermal expansion coefficient. 

Furthermore, Figure A.1 shows the dependence of thermal expansion coefficient on 

temperature.   

 𝛼(𝑇) = {𝐶1[1 − exp(−𝐶2(𝑇 − 𝐶3) × 10−3)] + 𝐶4𝑇 × 10−4} × 10−6 𝐾−1 (A-2) 

 

Table A-2 Parameter for calculating the thermal expansion coefficient 

Materials C1 C2 C3 C4 

Si 3.725 5.88 124.0 5.548 

AlN 6.122 4.437 165.3 3.302 

GaN 5.786 6.174 86.43 2.051 

 

 

Figure A.1 The dependence of thermal expansion coefficient on temperature for Si, AlN 

and GaN. 

Stoney formula (Freund and Suresh, 2003) is employed for the analyzing of the intrinsic 

stress of the film as shown in Equation. A-3. Here the curvature is written as 𝜅. 𝑓 shows the 

membrane force which is composed by the 𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙  and 𝑓𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 . They are defined by 

Equation A-4. 𝛼𝑠  and 𝛼𝑓  represent the lattice constants for the substrate and the film, 
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respectively. 𝛥𝑇 shows the temperature change while the ℎ𝑓 and 𝑀𝑓 are the thickness and 

biaxial modulus of the film. For the multiple layers system, the relation between the wafer 

curvature and the each layer’s stress condition is given by Equation A-5.  

 𝜅 =
1

𝑅
=

6𝑓

𝑀𝑠ℎ𝑠
2

 (A-3) 

 

 

𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 = 𝑀𝑓(𝛼𝑠 − 𝛼𝑓)𝛥𝑇ℎ𝑓 

𝑓𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑀𝑓 (
𝑎𝑠 − 𝑎𝑓

𝑎𝑠
) ℎ𝑓 

(A-4) 

 

 𝜅 =
6

𝑀𝑠ℎ𝑠
2

∑(𝜎𝑖−𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐 + 𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙)ℎ𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (A-3) 

One of our calculation samples is shown in Fig. A.2. Notice that the thickness unit of the 

substrate silicon and the upper layers are different. The thin orange areas represent the AlN 

buffer layers with the thickness of 6nm. The growth temperature and curvature changing are 

shown in Fig. A.3 and Fig. A.4.  

 

Figure A.2 GaN sample grown on silicon by MOCVD. 
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Figure A.3 Curvature of the sample for the whole growth process. 

 

Figure A.4 Curvature of the sample for the whole growth process. 

Here, some typical intrinsic stresses of the layers are shown for the following discussion. 

The intrinsic stress of the 110 nm HT-AlN is shown in Fig. A.5. The average intrinsic stress of 

the HT-AlN layer is became a constant value 1.70 GPa after 500 seconds’ growth. Similar value 

was given by Raghavan and Redwing (2004). They showed that AlN film grown on 250μm has 

an intrinsic around 1.78 GPa. The intrinsic stress of AlN on Silicon is highly related on the 

lattice mismatch between these two materials. The layer of 1150 nm 1
st
-GaN is grown on the 

HT-AlN layers. The intrinsic stress of the 1
st
-GaN is shown in Fig. A.7. At the end of growth, 

the intrinsic stress is around -370 MPa. Wang et al. (2006) showed in their experiment data that 
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the intrinsic stress is around -304 MPa.  

 

Figure A.5 Intrinsic stress of the 110nm HT-AlN. The time is ended when the next GaN 

layer is began to grow. 

 

Figure A.6 Intrinsic stress of the 1150nm GaN grown on the 110nm HT-AlN. The dashed 

red line shows the growth ending time. 
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(2000) also pointed out that the low temperature can result in the uncover area on the top of the 

bottom layer. All of these make the application of stoney formula on the stress calculation of the 

6 nm AlN layer meaningless.  

 

Figure A.7 GaN sample on silicon with the HT-AlN buffer layer. 

 

Figure A.8 Intrinsic stress of the 900nm grown on the silicon substrate with a 70nm 

HT-AlN buffer layer.  
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GaN wafer during the whole growth period. It seemed that there are three stages for the growth 

process. For the 60 seconds first stage, GaN crystal is growing with the lattice constrained from 

HT-AlN layer. In this stage the GaN in island model is nucleated on the surface of the AlN. Next, 

in the second stage, GaN layer was grown without constrain, may because of the GaN inlands 

begin to coalescence with each other. The peak of the curve appeared at the 130 seconds that 

represent the completion of the island coalescence. At the beginning of third stage, the 

vanishing of the grain boundary, cracks and dislocations propagations appeared to reduce the 

intrinsic stress. The similar process had been observed by Krost and Dadgar (2004) with FEREM 

images as shown in Fig. A.9. This process is a typical Volmer-weber process. 

 

Figure A.9 Birds eye view FEREM images GaN grown on AlN (Krost and Dadgar 2004). With 

permission from AIP Publishing LLC. 
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Appendix B 

This part is the reliability test for our simulation system including the code verification, 

potential validation and system stability.  

Code verification and potential validation 

For code verification, serval important material parameters are calculated shown in Table 

B-1 and Table B-2. In 3C-SiC, the lattice constant, cohesive energy and the elastic constant C11 

which are obtained in this study agree with the previous simulation data in the Vashishta column 

(Vashishta, 2007). This consistent means our code is fine, which can be considered as the code 

verification. Moreover, by comparing with the experiments data in the Experiments column 

(Harrison, 1980; Feldman et al., 1968), the matched data means the Vashishta potential 

represent the 3C-SiC material well. That is the potential validation in 3C-SiC.  

Table B-1 Material parameters of 3C-SiC 

Material parameters Experiments Vashishta This study 

Lattice constant(Å) 4.3596 4.3581 4.3581 

Cohesive/atom(eV) -6.34 -6.3410 -6.3405 

C11(Gpa) 390 390.0 389.86 

In Table B-2, the material parameters of silicon are from this study, previous study (Bazant 

et al., 1997) and the experiments (Lucas et al., 2009). Via the comparison of these data, the code 

verification and potential validation is finished. The good agreement between these data show 

that our code is trustful and the EDIP can represent the silicon material well.  

Table B-2 Material parameters of Si 

Material parameters Experiments EDIP This study 

Lattice constant(Å) 5.43 5.430 5.430 

Cohesive/atom(eV) -4.63 -4.650 -4.650 

C11(Gpa) 168 175 172 

 

Stability analysis 

Moreover, the system stability has been investigated via the result fluctuation analyze with 

different setting of parameters, such as kink widths, time step, relaxation time and model size. 

Fig. B.1 and Table B-3 show the activation energy barriers of LK migration in 30° partial 

dislocation and kink migration in 90° partial dislocation, respectively. The small difference 
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between the activation energy barriers indicate that the kink width effect can be ignored in the 

study of partial dislocation motion in 3C-SiC.  

 

Figure B.1 Migration path of three left kinks in C-core 30° partial dislocation under the 

driving stress of 1.61GPa from kink width 10 to 13.  

 

Table B-3 Activation energy barrier of Si-core 90° partial dislocation 

under the driving stress of 300MPa with different widths. 

Kink width Activation energy barrier [eV] 

6 to 7 0.288 

12 to 13 0.289 

 

The kink width effect of dislocation in silicon is also investigated. As shown in Table B-4, 

there is very small difference between the activation energy barriers which are calculated with 

different kink widths under different shear strain. The kink width effect in shuffle-set perfect 

dislocation motion can be ignored.  

Table B-4 Activation energy barrier of shuffle-set perfect dislocation kink 

migration in silicon with the shear strain 0.945% and 1.89%. (S1 dislocation core) 

Kink width Activation energy barriers [eV] (0.945%) Activation energy barriers [eV] (1.89%) 

6 to 7 0.6307 0.3939 

9 to 10 0.6310 0.3942 

12 to 13 0.6283 0.3956 
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As mentioned in Section 3.2, since the initial atomic model is created based on dislocation 

theory, the relaxation process is employed to make the artificial structure more nature. The 

relaxation process is performed with NVT ensembles, in which the atom numbers, simulation 

volume and temperature are keeping as setting constant. The system energy and temperature 

curve is shown in Fig. B.2. The initial energy decreasing is caused by the initial stress in the 

model had been released. During NVT relaxation, the temperature around 1±0.0005 K while 

the system energy has a little fluctuation caused by temperature. The dependence of activation 

energy barrier on the relaxation time length is investigated. The results are shown in Fig. B.3. 

These energy barriers have a very little difference when the relaxation time is longer than 8 ps.  

 

Figure B.2 Energy and temperature curve. 

 

 

Figure B.3 The dependence of activation energy barrier on relaxation time.  
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Then, the model size effect is considered. A larger atomic model with 54432 atoms is 

employed to show that whether the simulation results will be varied with different model sizes. 

The large atomic model is obtained by adding atom planes in Z direction, which represent the 

thickness of the bulk. The same kink migration activation energy barriers are calculated, which 

is shown in Fig. B.4; the values from the two models agree with each other well. Therefore, the 

model size has no effect on our simulation results. 

In addition, the dependence of simulation results on the time step has been discussed. 

Because of the MD simulation is based on the Newton’s law, the atoms’ position is updating by 

one time step. In other words, if we know the current atom positions at one moment, then the 

atom position for next moment can be obtained by the equation of motion. Usually, the time step 

is setting as the one tenth of the shortest atom bond vibration period in the system. Too large 

time step sometime makes bad simulations, while too small one could waste time and needs a 

large storage space. For the system stability analysis, the dependence of simulation results on 

the time step has been investigated. As shown in Table B-5, the kink migration activation energy 

barriers with different time steps in silicon with the shear strain of 0.945% are calculated. These 

data also have a small difference, since the time step is large than 0.2fs. In our study, the 

activation energy barriers are calculated under 1fs. 

 

 

Figure B.4 Activation energy barriers of shuffle-set 60° perfect dislocation kink migration 

in silicon with different shear strain. The green triangle is the data calculated from the 

model with 54432 atoms while the red dot is for that of the model with 38880 atoms. 
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Table B-5 Activation energy barriers of S1 shuffle-set dislocation kink migration with 

different time step under the shear strain of 0.945 % in silicon. 

Time step [fs] 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.5 

Energy barriers [eV] 0.402 0.393 0.394 0.390 0.390 

 

In conclusion, our simulation is reliable by testing the code, potential and various setting 

parameters. The code verification and potential validation part shows that our code is fine and 

the chose potentials can represent the material well. The result fluctuation analysis shows that 

the system is stable.  
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